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Nation-wide collection of scrap rubber
under way at President's direction
to determine extent of United States supply
Detailed plans for the all-out. Nation
wide scrap rubber collection campaign
to be conducted in accordance with the
President's direction were announced
June 14 by Lesslng J. Rosenwald, chief
of the WPB Bureau of Industrial Con
servation.
To reach every home and plant
The campaign is designed to reach into
every home and industrial plant, to
stimulate the flow of as much scrap as
possible into the Nation's war supply.
Main points of the plan are as follows;
1. The campaign began at 12:01 a. m.
June 15, and will end at midnight June
30.
2. The Bureau of Industrial Conserva
tion will supervise the campaign, work
ing in close cooperation with the Office
of the Petroleum Coordinator for War
and the Peti'oleum Industry War Coun
cil.
3. Local salvage committees set up by
the BIC In every State—there are now
over 12,000 such committees—will play
a major role in the effort locally and will
work with regional and local representa
tives of the petroleum Industry.
To be turned in at fiUing statioas
4. All scrap rubber coming from citi
zens during the campaign will be turned
in by them at filling stations.
5. Pilling stations will pay for re-
clalmable rubber at the uniform rate of
a penny a pound.
8. Oil companies which serve the filling
stations will collect the rubber and take
Jt to central concentration points.
Companies willnot profit
7. The oil companies, taking title to
the rubber, will sell mixed scrap to the
Rubber Reserve Company (RFC) at the
rate of $25 per short ton (2.000 pounds)
In carload lots.
8. The excess resulting from the dif
ference between $20 a short ton, paid to
the citizen, and the price paid by the
Government to oil companies will be
turned over to designated charities.
9. The Government will store the
scrap rubber in warehouses and it will
then be allocated to reclaimers' plants
at the direction of the War Production
Board.
10. Industrial scrap, as differentiated
from scrap uncovered by private citi
zens may either be sold to oil companies
at bulk distributing stations or sold
through the usual ch?.nnels of trade.
Check to be kept on atuonnts
11. The oil companies, playing a major
role in the effort, will, In addition to
making filling stations available as col
lection points, use much of their per
sonnel to stimulate the flow.
13. A report on the total amount of
rubber collected at filling stations in
this special campaign will be made avail
able to the Government within a ^hort
time after the close of the effort.
Instructions to executive secretaries
(Continued on page 4)
The whole Nation prepared last week
for a campaign to find out how much we
have of one of the scarcest and most
strategic materials—rubber, which comes
from areas 90 percent controlled by the
Axis. The scrap collection drive, re
quested by President Roosevelt and car
ried out by the War Production Board's
Bureau of Industrial Conservation with
the help of gasoline filling stations, was
to begin on June 15 and end on June 30.
Joint board to weld war productioa
of two nations
Distribution of scarce materials will be
one of the prime purposes of the Com
bined Production and Resources Board,
set up by the United States and Great
Britain with Donald Nelson as American
representative. In its larger aspect the
Joint board will weld the war production
of the two nations into one gigantic pro
gram. centrally planned for speed and
volume and economy of transportation.
Keyed to the mutual production pro
gram will be the WPB's new system for
allocation of materials here in America.
As forecast a week previously, the pro
duction requirements plan will be used
to determine over-all needs of the large
Industries and spread the supply where
It will do the most good. In announcing
the order which applies this principle,
Requirements Chairman Batt and Indus
try Operations Director Knowlson re
vealed the plan's place In a system of
control extending all the way from the
general staffs of the United Nations to
the Individual factory.
Far-reaching changes in civilian life
Looking at the whole picture from the
civilian point of view, Joseph L. Weiner,
deputy director of the WPB Division of
Civilian Supply, predicted far-reaching
changes in the life and habits of every
one within the next few months as a
result of necessary restrictions on food,
clothing, transportation, and housing.
With respect to several of these mat
ters the hand was writing on the wall
last week. The Office of Defense Trans
portation placed intercity bus operations
under wartime regulation throughout
the country, ordering discontinuance of
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some services and pooling of others. The
United States and Britain announced
simultaneously with the Ccmibined Pro
duction and Resources Board, a Com
bined Food Board which is to regard
the entire food resoiorces of Great Britain
and the United States as "in a common
pool, about which the fullest Informa
tion will be interchanged." The WPB
Division of Industry Operations contin
ued restrictions on wool, and gave high
priorities to materials which will go into
uniforms.
United States output for war
exceeds expectations
As compensation for all these depriva
tions, present and to come, Donald Nelson
last week told us their direct result:
American war production Is proving
greater than the leaders of the effort'
ever thought it could be.
Materials alone do not operate the
mass production factories that are roll
ing out the undreamed-of quantities of
planes and tanks and guns and ships. As
a guide in the problem of supplying all-
important skilled labor, the War Man
power Commission last week named a
management-labor policy committee
composed of seven leaders from each of
the two fields. The Labor Production
Division of WPB also set up a policy com
mittee, composed of laboi' men. And
war production drive headquarters an
nounced awards to be given individual
working men for ideas that will speed
and improve production of weapons.
The OfBce of Price Administration
postponed the new "tailor-made" system
of gasoline rationing for the East Coast
until July 15, to give time for training
registrars and ration boards.
Clothing and textiles continued to oc
cupy a great deal of OPA's attention.
Pricing of fall and winter garments for
women and children was changed to a
present-cost-plus-normal-profit basis.
Eleven additional groups of cotton fab
rics were brought imder ceilings stated in
dollars and cents, OPA also set maxi
mum prices for the sale and rental of
used typewriters, the only kind now gen
erally available to the public.
June 16, 1942
Nelson sees 60,000 planes
in 1942; iota! war production
greater than expected
We shall make 60,000 planes this year,
WPB Chairman Nelson assured the
graduating class of his alma mater, the
University of Missouri, In a speech June
9. Our total production of war goods
has proved greater than we had any
reason to suppose from the blueprints It
could be, he revealed. Excerpts:
As you of course know, a very large
number of new factories for the manu
facture of arms and munitions were built
In this country during the past year.
During the past winter, a great many of
these began to swing into production:
and since then we have been discovering
a rather unexpected thing—that in
many, many instances the rate of output
of a new factory has proved to be a great
deal higher than the output which was
anticipated when the factory was de
signed and built. In other words, we
have found that oiu- total production of
war goods is higher than we had any
reason to suppose it could be when we
looked at the blueprints.
Natural resultof mass technique
Why is that happening? In part, of
course, I think it is due to the fact that
the men who are making the goods—the
managers, the engineers, the foremen
and the workers alike—are working as
they never worked Iwfore to make the
things we need so desperately on the bat--
tie line. But beyond that, I think that
what we are seeing ia the natural result
of the application to munitions produc
tion of the best mass production tech
niques.
A new aircraft factory was put Into
production some time ago. It had been
designed to produce fifty airplanes a
month, working at full capacity. Now
we have discovered that its real capacity
iB much closer to one hundred and fifty
planes a month. And 1 would like to
remind you that it is just two years since
the President announced that we ought
to try to reach a point at which we could
make fifty thousand airplanes a year.
Well, this year we shall make sixty thou
sand airplanes, and by the end of the
year was shall still be picking up speed for
an even vaster production in 1943.
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On the Home Front
The soldiers on the production front
are gaining ground every day. We are
producing tanks and guns and ships and
planes on a constantly increasing scale,
but these soldiers now have sent back a
hurry call for support. They have sent
this call to the home front and it is a
call as urgent as that call for artillery or
aviation which sometimes comes from
hard-pressed ground forces caught in
some desperate sector of a fierce action.
Call has new ring of urgency
But as of this moment the call has
a new ring of urgency. The need for
raw materials in certain war operations
is so great that it is almost a case of
"now or never." Shortage of metals
threatens to close down some of the
blast furnaces which work for war. and
every blast furnace closed down means
fewer steel plates for cargo vessels, fewer
tanks for the front, fewer weapons for
our fighting men.
"Patch and pray" not enough
The War Production Board has warned
war industry that it must prepare to meet
these shortages as best it can and that
it must be prepared, in the words of
William L. Batt, chairman of the WPB
Requirements Committee, to "patch and
pray" in an effort to keep its equipment
busy.
Industry, however, can only do a cer
tain amount of praying and patching
just as the military commander awaiting
needed aerial or artillery support can
hang on just so long without that sup
port. By this time there must be a few
indeed on the home front who fail to
realize lhat part of the answer to the
shortage of metals and the shortage of
rubber and the shortage of all types of
materials Is scrap—and that scrap is
everywhere.
Must match industry's efforts
The one great remaining source cff
scrap is In the homes and on the farm
steads of America. In the next few
weeks we must make a supreme effort to
do oui* part as families and as individuals
as efficiently as industry has been doing
Its part. Ours has been the leak, ours
the unforgivable waste. If you doubt the
importance of scrap rubber to our mili
tary effort consider that the rubber re
claimed from a thousand pairs of rubber
galoshes from a thousand closets will pro
vide all the rubber needed in a single
medium bomber; that the rubber left In
that old casing at the back of the garage
would make 18 pairs of rubber boots for
paratroopers; that the rubber in one old
bicycle tire and tube provide all the rub
ber needed in building six military field
radio sets or a gas mask.
The next few weeks and the months
that follow until victory must see a con
tinuing effort to gather from city apart
ment, suburban home and country farm
REPRINTING PERMISSIBLE
Requests have been received for
permission to reprint "On the Home
Front" in whole or in part. This
column, like all other material in
VicTCitY, may be reprinted without
special permission. If excerpts are
used, the editors ask only that they
be taken in such a way that their
original meaning is preserved.
every possible piece of scrap iron and
steel, copper and brass, of zinc, of lead,
of aluminum.
"Blackplate" for tin plate
If anything is needed to underline the
importance of tin in the war effort, an
importance which led to recently an
nounced plans for tin can collections in
36 major United States cities and to a
further 10 percent cut in use of tin for
unnecessary civilian purposes effective
July 1, it is present in the proposal dis
cussed at a recent meeting of WPB's
fruit, fish, and vegetable canning industry
advisory committee. At this meeting it
was proposed that chemically treated
steel—"blackplate" to the trade—should
be substituted for tin plate in making
ends of cans for packing some commod
ities and that another process be sub
stituted for the present method of mak
ing the ends of cans used to pack another
group of commodities, principally veg
etables. If this were done, proponents
of the change Insist, about 6.000 tons of
tin a year might be saved.
The achievements of the War Produc-
idon Drive are something to dismay the
dictators quite as much as the fierce and
dedicated resistance of the Russians.
Last week produced two typical examples
of what American workers can do of their
own free will. Officials of the War Pro
duction Drive and the War Production
Board Journeyed to Rochester, N. Y., for a
I)
ceremony resembling that which acbStil-^
panies an award of decorations on th^O^
fighting front. They went to the war
plant of the Symington-Gould Corpora
tion which had increased its war produc
tion 14 percent in a single month. And
in Hamilton. Ohio, men of the American
Rolling Mill Co. fulfilled a pledge to WPB
chairman Donald M. Nelson by breaking
production records for the third succes
sive month. Every such achievement
lessens the distance between the United
Nations and triumph.
Awards of merit to the production line
That WPB is well aware of .this Is
shown by its announcement of a plan of
individual awards to workmen who de
vise ways of increasing or improving the
output of their factories. "The Army
and Navy." said Mr. Nelson, "have sys
tems of commending merit of high order
in the line of duty. There is also merit
of a high order on the production line
in this war. I propose that the produc
tion soldier shall also be recognized for
production in this war."
Bound by a tighter tether
As a Nation we send our soldiers and
our warships out toward fiaming horizons
thousands of miles away; as individuals,
millions of us will be tied to our home by
a tighter tether in the month« to come
because we must have transportation for
the men and the materials and the
weapons needed for war. Passenger
trains will be fewer and slower and
crowded to the point of discomfort. And
so with buses. As for the automobile,
anyone who grinds rubber from the tires
of his car in unnecessary driving these
days wilfuUy is aiding our enemies.
There are still those who do not realize
this or do not care and they are the
people who In the Eastern States,
where gasoline is rationed, have been get
ting extra gasoline from bootleg gasoline
stations in order that they might pursue
their empty "pleasure as usual" existence
in the face of national danger. But these
people, measured against the rest of us,
are few enough and they will profit little.
After July 15 the new gasoline rationing
system will make it difficult to bootleg
gasoline without going to jail.
We're quite likely to find ourselves
living in a darker woi'ld and that not
because of military black-outs against
enemy antiaircraft but because we must
save electric power to keep our war indus
tries running. . . . Fewer houses for
war workers will be built because war in
dustry needs the steel which would have
gone Into them.
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WE NEED THIS MUCH RUBBER
TO FIGHT THE WAR THIS YEAR
RECLAIMED SYNTHETIC CRUDE
UNCLE SAM IS COUNTING ON
YOU FOR THIS
WE MUST USE THIS AMOUNT OF
CRUDE RUBBER OR DO WITHOUT
National scrap rubber collection begins
(Continued fTom vage 1)
and State chairmen of all State salvage
committees from Herbert L. Gutterson,
chief of general salvage. Bureau of In
dustrial Conservation, included the fol
lowing:
The oil industry will turn over to the
national headquarters of DSO, Army
Relief. Navy Relief, and the American
Red Cross, on an equal basis, any re
ceipts in excess of purchase price.
There will be no profit to the oU in
dustry.
Reclaimable rubber which Is accept-
al}le will include all kinds of rubber
except used battery boxes, and parts
thereof and tire beads. Metal, wood
and leather should be removed from
such articles as leather shoes, baby
buggy tires, etc.
Aside from the obvious purpose of
bringing in vitally needed scrap loibber,
one of the Important purposes of this
drive is to provide immediate factual
data on the amount of reclaimable
rubber in the country. For this reason
the following important policies have
been set down:
1. Accurate and complete reports
will be requested of every unit in
the oil industry of the amount of
scrap rubber collected, immediately
after the end of the drive.
2. All scrap rubber salvaged by
the public should flow through the
oil industry's filling stations and
bulk plants. In addition, large
quantities of scrap rubber such as
may be in the hands of industrial
plants, auto graveyards, etc., may be
sold directly to the nearest oil
company bulk station.
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Buses carrying children to
summer camps get tires
A vehicle used lo transport children
under 18, and their attendants, to and
from a summer camp will be eligible for
tires and tubes, provided requirements
announced June 7 by the OPA are met.
TTie OPA announced that under cer
tain conditions a bus may be used to
carry Army selectees to and from ex
amination or induction centers.
Amendment No. 12 to the Revised Tire
Rationing Regulations, which became
effective June 8, sets forth the require
ments to be met In both instances.
SCRAP RUBBER'S IMPORTANCE
THE CHART on this page reveals
in graphic fashion the large place
occupied by scrap in our 1942 rubber
program. The proportion shown
represents the amount WPB believes
factories can reclaim if It is collected,
and Uncle Sam is counting on us to
bring it in.
(Two- and three-column mats of
this chart will be available within a
week for publication. Address re
quests to Distribution Section, Divi
sion of Information, OEM, Washing
ton, D. €.; refer to Mat V-23 and
specify size.)
More reclaimed, less crude
rubber allowed industrial tires
Almost 300 tons of crude rubber will be
conserved for war production by an
amendment to the rubber specifications
order, M-15-b-l, effective June 12.
The Ameudment (No. 6) requires the use
of more reclBlmed rubber and less crude in
the manufacture of industrial pneumatic and
solid tires. This is expected to save from 7S
to 100 tons of crude rubber each j'ear without
materlaUy dtmlnlshlog quality,
The tires aCected are used on industrial
trucks and similar equipment generally foxmd
In factories and shipyards.
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Present emergency plan for
gasoline rationing in East
extended to July 15
Extension of the present emergency
plan for gasoline rationing on the East
Coast to July 15 was announced June 12
by the OPA, This change was made to
permit training of registrars and ration
boards on the new coupon system to go
Into effect on that date. Originally, the
emergency plan was to end June 30.
Unit value of cards raised
At the same time OPA raised the unit
value of the "A" and "B" cards now in
use from 3 gallons to 6 gallons, effective
at 12:01 A. M. June 15. The purpose of
doubling the xmit value was to provide
card holders with enough gasoline to tide
them over the 2-week extension period.
Card holders who have exhausted all
units on their cards by June 15 may
apply to a local rationing board for an
extra ration. OPA pointed out, how
ever, that such a ration should be for
gasoline needed between July 1 and July
15 only, since the rations allowed by
the present cards were expected to cover
all driving needs through June 30. Ap
plicants for additional supplies of gaso
line In all cases will be required to pws
the usual tests for supplemental rations.
★ * ★
Service station operators
warned not to play favorites
Any service station operator who en
gages in "black market" activities or
favors his best customers with extra
gasoline will force himself out of busi
ness and make himself liable to criminal
prosecution under the permanent gaso
line rationing program scheduled to take
effect next month.
Subject to strict audit
The OPA June 8 warned station op
erators that they will be subject to strict
audit control and will be required to turn
over to suppliers the exact number of
stamps for the amount of gasoline de
livered to their stations on essentially
the same basis his customers must turn
coupons over to him.
If a station operator persists in selling
gasoline in amounts greater than the
total number of coupons his customers
tiu-n In, he will not have eufScient
coupons himself to turn over to his
supplier and will eventually find himself
with no gasoline In bis storage tanks and
no means of obtaining any.
★ victory ★
WPB approves pipe line from Texas
to Illinois to supply crude oil to East
The War Production Board Jflne 11
approved Immediate construction of a
24-Inch pipe line from Longview, Tex.,
to the Salem, HI., area. It took this ac
tion after considering the changed sit
uation with respect to oil tankers and
military requirements, and after receiv
ing assurances that prompt construc
tion of the line will not Interfere with
delivery of steel or motor equipment or
ders for the War and Navy Departments
or for the Maritime Commission's ship
building program.
The 550-mile pipe line, which will
carry crude oil to relieve shorUges in the
East Coast area, will require 125,000 tons
of finished steel. Consumption of criti
cal materials, however, will be mini
mized by the substitution of cast iron for
steel in some places, and by the use of
seamless steel tubing in place of valu
able steel plate. The line is expected to
be completed by December 1, 1942.
The WPB's approving action was
taken after Wayne Johnson, chairman
of a special committee investigating the
pipe line proposal, reported to WPB
Chairman Nelson that the line could be
built with a minimum of disturbance to
the war production program and would
provide an Increased supply of oil to the
East Coast area within 0 months.
OPA tells how gasoline books
will be "tailored" to needs
Further details of tailoring of supple
mental rations to fit the needs of indi
vidual car owners under the new coupon
rationing plan that will go into effect In
the East Coast area next month, were
announced June 11 by OPA.
Supplementary "B" or "C" books will
be issued to car owners who can prove
that the "A" book, to which every regis
tered car owner is entitled, will not pro-
'vide enough gasoline to meet their needs.
Methods differ between "B" and "C"
"B coupon books will have a variable
expiration date, while "C" books will
have coupons torn out, if necessary, so
that the applicant will receive no more
coupons than he has established a need
for.
This is how the tailoring will be done:
A cax owner who drives to work, or who
Deeds bis car In bis work, may find tbet an
"A" book, which he obtains when he registers
for rationing, does not meet his requirements.
He may ask the registrar for an application
form for a Bupplemental ration. Thlg he will
present to a local rationing board after he
has filled It out.
The Board will determine If the applicant
Is entitled to any supplemental ration, and
If so, whether It should be In the form of a
"B" or a "C" book. No applicant may receive
both.
The "B" book, to be Issued for necessary
Tocauonol use, will contain 16 coupons. Tills
Is a fixed number, and will not be varied by
gearing out any of the coupons. These 16
coupons will have to last the applicant for
at least 8 months. If be does not need 16
coupons' worth of gasoline to meet his re
quirements during the ne*t three months,
rationing board wlil extend the period so
the 16 coupons will last him a longer
time.
A "O" coupon book can be issued only for
vehicles proving occupational needs greater
than can be met by the maximum "B"
allowance, In addition to the "A" ration.
Also, the applicant must belong to a certain
category of essential drivers in order to be
eligible for *'C" books. Among the services
for which such rations will be Issued are
medical care, maintenance of public util
ities, carrying farm labor, giving rellgloua
comfort or assistance, and making official
trips on Government business.
Motorcycles will be issued "D" books as a
basic ration, and one. or mote, "D" books as
a supplemental ration. Each book will be
good for one year, and coupons wiU be torn
out to tailor any supplemental ration to the
applicant's need. Each "D" coupon will be
worth 40 percent of the gallonage value of
the "A" coupon.
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First copies of "A" gasoline
coupon book reach OPA
First copies of the new "A" gasoline
coupon book, which motorists in the East
Coast rationed area will need to obtain
their basic rations of gasoline when the
coupon plan goes Into effect in July, were
delivered June 10 to the OfRce of Price
Administration.
The book contains six sheets of eight
coupons each, representing a year's sup
ply of gasoline for the holder.
Each sheet of coupons will be good for
a 2-month period. Unused coupons are
void after the period for which they wero
Issued is over.
On the outside of the front cover, the
book will carry a description of the car
for which the book Is Issued, as well as
the name and address of the owner.
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INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS ...
Over-all control of scarce materials
established under requirements plan;
priorities inadequate, WPB chiefs explain
Within these broad policy limits estab
lished by the Requirements Committee,
the Bureau of Priorities will determine
the maximum quantities of scarce ma
terials which may be acqxured by each
individual company required to qualify
under the plan In each three-month
period beginning July 1. In making
these determinations, the Bureau of
Priorities will be guided by the recom
mendations of the Armed Services, and of
the other divisions of the War Production
Board.
The basic instrument wliich will be
used In this quarterly apportionment of
materials to individual companies is the
production requirements plan. It should
be emphasized, however, that the produc-
A pattern for flow of materials to the
Nation's wartime industry was an
nounced June 10 in a joint statement by
William L. Batt, chairman of WPB's Re
quirements Committee, and J. S. Knowl-
son. Director of Industry Operations.
It is the first over-all effort to coordi
nate control of the distribution and use
of scarce materials, and is embodied in
a new Priorities Regulation No. 11.
Batt and Knowlson explaia system
The regulation provides for establish
ing definite quantitative limits to the
acquisition of metals and other scarce
materials by any person or company us
ing more than $5,000 worth of metal in
a calendar quarter. Government arse
nals, shipyards, etc., are subject to the
requirements, as well as manufacturers
of munitions, ships, airplanes, and all
other large users of metal.
The joint statement by Mr. Batt and
Mr. Knowlson follows in part:
The huge materials requirements of
the growing war production program
make It necessary to institute much
stricter controls over the use of metals
and other scarce materials. The pri
orities system as it was developed last
year as a means of giving preference to
defense orders no longer provides ade
quate control.
General staffs to advise joint board
Creation by the President [June 9]
of a Combined Production and Resources
Board to coordinate the distribution of
materials and the production programs
of the United States and its Allies gives
the War Production Board increased re
sponsibility for directing every available
pound of material into the war program
and absolutely essential civilian uses.
The general staffs of the United Na
tions will advise the Combined Produc
tion and Resources Board as to strate
gic requirements of weapons and ships.
In the same way, the Armed Services of
the United States and the Maritime
Commission will Inform the War Pro
duction Board of the types of materials
and equipment most vitally needed, and
their order of urgency.
The Requirements Committee of WPB,
on the basis of these statements of di
rect war requirements, and other in
formation on essential civilian needs, will
establish broad policies for the distribu
tion of scarce materials. The policy de
cisions of the Requirements Committee,
on which the Army and Navy are repre
sented, will determine the part of the
total available supplies of basic materials
wiiich can be made available in each cal
endar quarter to war industries and
other consuming groups.
Details of Priorities Regulation No. 11
Priorities Regulation No. 11. issued
June 10, affects any company, business,
person, plant or division of a company
maintaining a separate Inventory whose
past or anticipated quarterly receipt or
withdrawals from inventory of metals in
the forms covered by an accompanying
Metals List aggregate $5,000 or more,
with the following exceptions:
United States or other Government
agencies (not including those engaged in
manufacture, such as shipyards, arsenals,
prison factories, etc., which are subject to
the requirements); companies or persons
engaged in: transportation; furnishing
heat, light, power, electricity, gas or
water; mining or quarrying; production,
refining, transportation, distribution or
marketing of petroleum or associated
hydrocarbons; communications; sewer
age or drainage; wholesaling, retailing,
warehousing, or other similar operations
which do not involve the manufacture or
processing of materials: extracting,
smelting, refining, alloying, or processing
metal ores or scrap into raw metal; con
struction.
Must 6Ie by June 30
With these exceptions, all companies
using over $5,000 worth of metal quar
terly are defined as Class I Producers,
and are required to file a PRP application
not later than June 30,1942.
An interim procedure is provided, al
lowing companies which have properly
filed an application but have not yet re
ceived a rating certificate under PBP to
continue applying preference ratings
imder any appropriate "P" order (even
if the "P" order was scheduled to expire
on June 30) or individual preference rat
ing certificate, or to extend preference
ratings on orders which the company Is
engaged in filling. However, the com
pany may not use any such preference
rating or ratings to obtain more than 40
percent of the amount of any given ma
terial which has been indicated in its
PRP application as the estimated re
quirement for the quarter, and any ma
terial so obtained must be deducted from
the amount authorized on the PRP cer
tificate when it is received. No Class I
Producer who fails to file a PRP applica
tion by June 30 may use any preference
rating after that date exc^t ratings
specifically eissigned for construction or
capital equipment.
Other ratings mostly forbidden
No company which has received a PRP
certificate may apply or extend any other
preference rating except for capital
equipment or construction, and no such
company may accept deliveiy of mate
rials listed in Materials List No. 1 of the
PRP application form, PD-25A, or other
materials for which he has sought pri
ority assistance, in greater quantities
than those authorized on the certificate,
even if the materials can be obtained
without use of a preference rating.
Companies operating under PRP which
need capital equipment or priority assist
ance for construction or expansion may
apply in the usual way on PD-IA or PD-
200 and PO-200A application fornu.
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tion requirements plan under this pro
gram will no longer be primarily a mech
anism for the assignment of preference
ratings to each applicant on the basis
of the rated orders the applicant has on
his books. PRP now becomes the chief
means by which the War Production
Board will execute general policies. The
emphasis from now on will be on the end
use of materials rather than on prefer
ence ratings. A classification system,
already announced, will be used to obtain
information on end use to assist in con
trolling the distribution of metals during
the fourth quarter.
Can relate rated quantities to supply
For the first time, by this means, the
War Production Board will have central
ized control of the distribution of mate
rials, and will be able to relate the total
quantities of materials for which prefer
ence ratings are assigned to the available
supply.
This ambitious program cannot be put
Into full operation in one step. For the
third quarter of this year, therefore, the
primary emphasis will be on the distribu
tion and use of metals. Only companies
which use more than $5,000 worth of basic
metal in a calendar quarter will be re
quired to apply under the production re
quirements plan for the quarter begin
ning July 1. A few special classes of
companies, such as those engaged in
transportation, construction, mining, and
public utility services, Will be controlled
by existing procedures for the present.
The branches of the War Production
Board which handle allocations and as
signment of priority ratings will be guided
by the broad policy determinations made
by the Requirements Committee for
each group of metals users.
WPB to govern monthly shipments
Every large user of metal will be re
quired to obtain a quarterly authoriza
tion for all his scarce material require
ments under the production requirements
plan. It should be understood, however,
that a rating under PRP does not con
stitute a guarantee of delivery of mate
rials covered by the rating. Actual ship
ments of critical materials now under
allocation control will be governed by
month-to-month directions from the War
Production Board, as heretofore, on the
basis of the appropriate forms required
for each material.
For the benefit of companies which use
less than $5,000 worth of basic metal In
a quarter, and are therefore not now re
quired to apply under the production re
quirements plan, a percentage of the total
supply materials will be set aside, and
★ VICTORY ★
Simple standard certification set up
for applying cind extending all ratings;
requirement for copy of order abolished
The use of preference ratings will be
simplified and standardized by the terms
of an amendment to Priorities Regula
tion No. 3. announced June 12 by the Di
rector of Industry Operations.
Effective July 1, any preference rat
ing, no matter how it has been assigned,
may be applied or extended by a single
form of certification, which states merely
that the purchaser certified to the seller
and to the War Production Board that
he is entitled to use the preference rat
ings indicated on his purchase order, in
accordance with the terms of Priorities
Regulation No. 3.
Needn't furnish copies of orders
Provisions of existing orders which re
quire a purchaser to furnish his supplier
with copies of preference rating orders
or other special certifications are all
rescinded, except for the special provi
sions of Priorities Regulation No. 9 with
respect to the application of preference
ratings for certain types of exports.
This change does not, however, affect
any provision of existing preference rat
ing orders which limits the kinds of ma
terial which may be obtained by use of
the assigned rating, or which requires
specific information on purchase orders.
In addition to the standard certifica
tion, orders on which a preference rat
ing is applied or extended after July 1
must also include the identification sym
bols required by Priorities Regulation
No. 10, which established the Allocation
Classification system.
Extension it restricted
The amended Regulation No. 3 re
stricts extension of preference ratings,
in most cases, to material which will be
delivered to, or physically incorporated
in a product delivered to the person to
whom the rating was originally assigned,
or which will be used to replace in inven
tory materials so delivered, subject to de
finite limitations. A rating may not be
extended to replace materials in inven
tory except to the extent necessary to re
store the inventory to a practicable
they may obtain their minimum require
ments from this reserve by use of the
regular priorities procedures which have
been in effect up to now.
working minimum. No rating higher
than A-l-b may be assigned to orders
for replacement of materials In inven
tory, even though the order for which
the materials were used may have car
ried a higher rating.
A "basketing" provision permits the
simultaneous extension of ratings which
have been assigned by different prefer
ence rating certificates or orders on a
single purchase order. When ratings
are basketed in this way. the lowest rat
ing may be extended for the whole order,
or the various items in connection with
which the ratings are extended may be
listed separately, with the correspond
ing rating applied to each.
Provisions for small manufacturerf
Special provision is made for small
manufacturers not operating under the
production requirements plan. Such
producers may extend ratings to deliv
eries of operating supplies Including lu
bricants, small perishable tools, etc.,
which are required and will be consumed
in filling the rated order which they are
extending, but the cost of such operat
ing supplies must not exceed 10 percent
of the cost of the materials to which the
rating is extended and which such sup
plies are used to process. Not more than
25 percent of the operating supplies ob
tained in this way during any month
may t)e metals in the forms described
in the metals list of Priorities Regulation
No. 11.
Class I producers as defined in Priori
ties Regulation No. 11—large users of
metals required to apply under the pro
duction requirements plan—are prohib
ited from extending ratings for any pur
pose after July 1. They must file PD-
25A applications to obtain their mate
rials requirements, and they may apply
only ratings assigned on their PRP cer
tificates or ratings specifically assigned
to them for construction or acquisition
of capital items. Ratings assigned on
PRP certificates, like all other ratings,
will be applied by the standard form of
certification prescribed by the amended
Regulation No. 3.
This is the metal control program for
the third quarter of 1942. It will require
the wholehearted cooperation of everyone
concerned.
★ VICTORY ★
U. S. and Britain pool production^ food
programs through new joint boards
The President announced June 9, on
behalf of himself and the Prime Minister
of Great Britain, the creation of a Com
bined Production and Resources Board
and a Combined Food Board.
Tlie general purpose of the two boards
was announced with release of memo
randa addressed by the President to
WPB Chairman Donald Nelson, who will
act as the American representative on
the Combined Production and Resources
Board and to Secretary oi^ Agriculture
Claude Wickard, who will act as the




The text of the memorandum to Mr.
Nelson follows:
In order to complete the organization
needed for the most effective use of the
combined resources of the United States
and the United Kingdom for the prose
cution of the war, there is hereby estab
lished a Combined Production and Re
sources Board.
1. The Board shall consist of the Chair
man of the War Production Board, rep
resenting the United States, and the
Minister of Production, representing the
United Kingdom.
2. The Board shall:
(a) Combine the production programs
of the United States and the United
Kingdom into a single integrated pro
gram, adjusted to the strategic require
ments of the war, as indicated to the
Board by the Combined Chiefs of Staff,
and to all relevant production factors.
In this connection, the Board'shall take
account of the need for maximum utiliza
tion of the productive resources available
to the United States, the British Com
monwealth of Nations, and the United
Nations, the need to reduce demands on
shipping to a minimum, and the essen
tial needs of the civilian populations.
To adjust plant to militaryposition
(b) In close collaboration with the
Combined Chiefs of Staff, assure the con
tinuous adjustment of the combined pro
duction program to meet changing mili
tary requirements.
3. To this end, the Combined Chiefs of
StaS and the Combined Munitions As
signments Board shall keep the Combined
Production and Resources Board cur
rently informed concerning military re
quirements, and the Combined Production
and Resources Board shall keep the Com
bined Chiefs of Staff and the Combined
Munitions Assignments Board currently
Informed concerning the facts and possi
bilities of production.
4. To facilitate continuous operation,
the members of the board shall each
appoint a deputy; and the board shall
form a combined staff. The board shall
arrange for such conferences among
United States and United Kingdom per
sonnel as it may from time to time deem
necessary or appropriate to study par
ticular production needs; and utilize the
Joint War Production Staff in London,
the Combined Raw Materials Board, the
Joint Aircraft Committee, and other ex
isting combined or national agencies for
war production In such manner and to
such extent as it shall deem necessary.
FOOD BOARD
The text of the memorandum to Secre
tary Wickard is as follows:
By virtue of the authority vested in me
by the Constitution and as President of
the United States, and acting jointly and
In full accord with the Prime Minister
of Great Britain, I hereby authorize, on
the part of the Government of the United
States, the creation of a joint Great
Britain-United States board to be known
as the Combined Pood Board.
In order to coordinate further the
prosecution of the war effort by obtain
ing a planned and expeditious utiliza
tion of the food resources of the United
Nations, there is hereby established a
Combined Food Board.
The board will be composed of the
Secretary of Agriculture and of the
Head of the British Food Mission who
will represent and act under the instruc
tion of the Minister of Food.
The duties of the Board shall be:
To consider. Investigate, enquire into,
and formulate plans with regard to any
question in respect of which the Govern
ments of the United States of America
and the United Kingdom have, or may
have, a common concern, relating to the
supply, production, transportation, dis
posal, allocation or distribution, in or to
any part of the world, of foods, agricul
tural materials from which foods are de
rived, and equipment and nonfood ma
terials ancillary to the production of
such foods and agricultural materials,
and to make recommendations to the
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Governments of the United States of
America and the United Kingdom in re
spect of any such question.
"A common pooF'
To work in collaboration with others
of the United Nations toward the best
utilization of their food resources, and.
In collaboration with the interested na
tion or nations, to formulate plans and
recommendations for the development,
expansion, purchase, or other effective
t^se of their food resources.
The board shall be entitled to receive
from any Agency of the Government of
the United States and any Department
of the Government of the United King
dom. any information available to
such Agency or Department relating to
any matter with regard to which the
Board is competent io make recommen
dations to those Governments, and in
principle, the entire food resources of
Great Britain and the United States will
be deemed to be in a common pool, about




NEAR 5 BILLION POUNDS
Approximately 5 billion pounds of farm
products had been delivered to represent
atives of the United Nations for lend-
lease shipment up to May 1, the United
States Department of Agriculture has re
ported. Total cost of the 4,977,475,000
pounds bought by the Agricultural Mar
keting Administration and delivered at
shipping points since the program began
in April 1941, was $651,529,000.
★ ★ *
Improved food dehydration
detailed in new plans
Detailed plans and specifications for
improved driers used in dehydrating
vegetables have now been made avail
able to the food industry and proces
sors by the United States Department
of Agriculture.
Information sheets on commercial de
hydration and blueprints of equipment
have been prepared by the Bureau of
Agrlcultui-al Chemistry and Engineer
ing, for beets, cabbage, carrots, several
kinds of greens, onions, sweet potatoes,
Irish potatoes and rutabagas. Other




for war; May figure
over 3.8
A total of $30,615,000,000 has been laid
on the line by the Federal Government
lor the prosecution of the war since In
tensive military effort began in the middle
of 1940, WPB announced June 10.
This sum was paid out by the Treasury
and Reconstruction Finance Corporation
over a 23-month period beginning in July
1940 and ended May 31,1942.
Expenditures in May came to $3,8&3,-
000,000—2 '/a times the figure for Novem
ber, the month before Pearl Harbor, and
more than 4 times expenditures in May
1941. A 10 percent gain over the $3,505,-
000,000 expended in April was recorded.
★ * ★
Steel stamps for marking metal
avaikMe to v/ar plants
Steel stamps u£ed for marking metal
were excepted from the restrictions of
General Conservation Order M-126, cov
ering Iron and steel, by an amendment
issued June 9 by the Director of Industry
Operations.
Stamps for marking metal are exten
sively used in many war plants, though
such stamps are rarely bought by the
armed forces themselves. To permit
plants to buy needed stamps, "Stamps
and tablets" is deleted from List A of
M-126 by Amendment No. 1, and "Stamps
(except for marking metal)" and "tab
lets" are added.
* * ★
Further tin curb for containers
discussed by committee
A proposed amendment to Conserva
tion Order M-81 to curtail further the
use of tin in the manufacture of contain
ers for vegetables and certain other speci
fied products was discussed at a recent
meeting of the fruit, fish, and vegetable
canning industry advisory committee.
Under the proposed order, chemically
treated blackplate would be substituted for
tlnplat« and terneplate in tbe making of
the ends of cans for tbe packing of speclAed
commodities. Experiments have proven that
blackplate can be used for such purposes.
In addition, It is proposed to substitute
electrolytic tinplate for bot dipped tlnplate
In making tbe ends of cans for tbe packing
of anotber group of speclfled commodities,
principally vegetables.
★ VICTORY ★
Tin for noncritical products to be cut
further to meet war, civilian food needs
To provide additional tin for the urgent
needs of military operations and civilian
food supply, tin used in noncritical prod
ucts will be cut another 10 percent, ef
fective July 1, 1942, the Director of In
dustry Operations announced June 6,
This reduction, plus certain others are
contained in an amended version of Tin
Conservation Order M-43-a. While the
June 6 order was issued as an amend
ment, it is actually a rewriting and con
solidation of the several previous amend
ments, and supersedes the previous
restrictions.
Banned for 28 t3rpe8 of products
Use of tin In some 28 types of products
(those on List A) is forbidden, as in the
original order. All other products, except
tho6e covered by other specific WPB
orders, may, after July 1, 1942, use only
30 percent of the amount of tin used in
the corresponding quarter of 1940. Until
June 30, 1942, 40 percent of tbe 1940
amount may be used. This will effect a
10 percent reduction of tin consumption
in all products not specifically excepted
to the order.
Exceptions
Restriction to the 40-percent and 30-
percent use does not apply (where sub
stitutes are impracticable) to manufac
ture of products carrying a preference
rating of A-l-k or higher, to bearing
metals produced with the rating of A-3
or higher, to the manufacture of terne
plate and tin plate under the terms of
Order M-21-e, or to certain kinds of
solder for cans and containers under
Orders M-81 and M-86.
The order as amended prohibits the
manufacture and use of tin oxide except
on orders carrying a rating of A-l-k or
higher, restricts the amount of tin that
may be used in solder, and in printing
plates.
Otber chaBges
Certain imperative military and civil
ian operations were being jeopardized by
restrictions in the original order.
To avert an unnecessary hardship the order
Is changed to permit tinning of dairy imple
ments (as defined in the order), to permit
tin to be used in (1) blasting caps for mineral
extraction, (2) babbitt for repair of certain
dlesel engines, and <3) repair and mainte
nance of ships for which a preference rating
has been assigned by the Maritime Commis
sion under PD-300.
Ko restrictions In the order apply to
tbe use of tio 2ot implements of war
(combat weapons and field service
equipment) for the armed services, where
5ych use of tin Is required by service
specifications.
All dn under allocatioD
Parts of the original order which are
not changed continue to permit tin to be
used, under certain circumstances, in:
(1) packaging food for human use, (2)
health suppUes, under Order P-29, (3) col
lapsible tubes under Order M-115, (4) cer
tain amounts of secondary tin in type metal
and printing plates, (S) scientific control
instruments, and (6) beaiing metals.
M-43 places all tin under allocation.
In addition to this order, the country's
total tin supply is controlled by these
other orders: M-81. M-86. M-86-a, cover
cans; M-21-e, M-104 deal with tin and
terne plate; M-72 controls disposition of
scrap; and M-115 limits collapsible
tubes.
Texas smeiter expanded
The amended order Is Issued concur
rently with the announcement that the
new tin smelter being erected in Texas
has been expanded from an original ca
pacity of 18,000 tons to 52,000 tons per
year capacity. An A-l-a priority rating
has been assigned to this smelter, built
primarily to refine Bolivian ore, so that
production may be increased at the ear
liest possible date.
* * ★
Cobalt-nickel oxide may be
used in ground coat frit
Cobalt-nickel oxide may be used In
the manufacture of ground coat frit by
the terms of Amendment No. 1 to Con
servation Order M-38-b. issued June 9
by the Director of Industry Operations.
Consumption of cobalt in the manufac
ture of ground coat frit, an important
ingredient in the enamelling of steel,
was limited, in any one quarter, to 35
percent of the amcimt of cobalt used in
the first 6 months of 1941. The amend
ment permits use of cobalt-nickel oxide
which cannot be practicably separated
into cobalt and nickel, and at the same
time prchibits use of cobalt or com
pounds which can be so separated.
The amendment also provides that no
restriction is placed on sale or use of
ground coat frit containing cobalt in
commercially nonrecoverable form.
10
WPB takes over car rationing
for 11 Government agencies
including Army, Navy, Marines
WPB set up machinery June 8 for
rationing passenger cars to the Army,
Navy and Marine Corps, and Govern
ment agencies engaged directly in the
prosecution of the war.
A Government Exemption Permit, Is
sued on Form PD-501 by the Director
of Industry Operations, will be necessary
in order for specified Government
agencies to obtain new passenger cars
after June 12.
Agencies operating under the plan are
Army, Navy and Marine Corps, Maritime
Commission. War Shipping Administra
tion, Panama Canal, Coast and Geodetic
Survey, Civil Aeronautics Administration,
National Advisory Committee for Aero
nautics, Office of Scientific Research and
Development, and the Office of Lend-
Lease Administration.
In addition a Oovernnient Exemption
Permit must be obtained from WPB by per
sons desiring to export passenger cars under
an export license Issued by the Board ol
Economic Warfare.
Manufacturers, dlstilbutors, dealers, or
sales agencies mmt honor a Government
Exemption Permit regardless of the terms ol
any contract or any other commitment en
tered Into with any other person, provided,
of course, they have the specified type of
passenger car In stock.
Transfers may not be made of "pool" cars-
cars which were frozen under OPA regula^
tloas for rationing In 1943—except by special
authority, which must be stated on the fac#
of the Government Exemption Permit.
New passenger cars have been distributed
to the Army and Navy and other Government
agencies under OPA regulations. The new
WB order, M-130, places the distribution
of cars to these agencies in the hands of
WPB. OPA stUl controls rationing to private
Individuals and to Government agencies not





An interpretation of General limita
tion Order L-123, restricting deliveries of
many types of general Industrial equip
ment on and after May 26. was issued by
the Director of Industry Operations June
13 stating that equipment covered by the
order is considered to have been delivered
prior to May 26 if it had been placed in
the hands of a common or contract car
rier for shipment to the purchaser before
that time.
The Interpretation, No. 1. makes It
clear that equipment in transit at the
time the order became effective Is not
cubject to the restrictions.





Aircraft control and pulley bearings:
B. OoDcentration of production of cer
tain sizcj of antifrictloD aircraft cod-
trol nad pulley bearings ordered by
WPB.
Amusement and Kamlng machines:
a. Automatic pbonoiirnpbB and weigh-
ins machines;
1. Order amended to Include manufao-
turers of partt for machines.
Cellophane and similar transparent ma
terial derived from ccliulose:
a. Further restrictions placed on use of
cellophane.
Cobell:
a. Permits use o( cobalt-nickel in man
ufacture of ground coat frit.
Cocos:
a. To prevent excessive quota-exempt
proco£slags of cocoa beans.
Communications:
a. To permit temporary equipment to
be replaced by permanent equip
ment on telepbone installations.
b. Restrictions on inventories in the




a. Series of inCerprctatloss of Conser
vation Order IMI. placing all con
struction under rigid control.
Farm machinery and equipment and at
tachments and repair parts tbarefor:
a. Further restriclioQS on sale of above
equipment.
b. Permits deliveries ol iron and sleel
to producers after June 30.
Flasbllght cases and flasb^ight batteries:
a. Permits fiashllgbt manufscturer to
me up inventories of plated iron and
steel at rate oot exceeding 1940
production.
Foundry equipment and repair parts:
a. Material (or production:
1. Suppliers and Subsuppllers per
mitted to use Preference Rating as
signed imder P-Sl to complete de
liveries alter expiration da|e of
original order, which expired
May 30.
OoUolubs:
a. Manufacturers given extension to
June 30, In which to mauufacture
golf clubs.
Imports of strategic materials:
a. Balsa wood placed under import
control.
iDcandescent and Guorescent lamps:
a. Use of aitlcal materials in maoufac-
turing of light bulbe to be curtailed
without curtailing the production of
light bulbs themselves. Effective
July 1.
Istle and istle products:
ti. Tightens restrictions on Istle waste
and waste istle.
Jute and jute products;
a. Restrictions on acceptance of deliv
ery and use of imported ]ute and jute
products.
Material entering into the production of
officers uniforms;
a. Grants high priority rating for cloth
and other materials needed for menu-
Jaoturlng of uniforms, for armed
forces.
Natoral resins;
a. Restrictions removed on use of
natural resins In raanuracture oftilaving cards, peociis, bouse paint,
abcl varnishes, toys and f.irm
equipment Cuislios-
Osnaburg (hag and bag sheetings)',
a. Permits mills to sell or deliver with
out restrictlnns. sceonds or cuts
under 40 yards in length up to 6 per
cent of mill's production of bag
osaahurg end bog sheetings.
Oil burners:
a. "Class A" burners, may be pro
duced to fill orders bearing A-10
profcronce rating.
Passenger automobiles;
a. Sets up machinery for rationing
passenger cars to Army. Navy,
Marine Cofpt and Qoverupent
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June 16, 1942 ★ VICTORY ★
PRIORITY ACTIONS •From June 4♦Through June 10
Subject Order No. Related form Issued tWwe
Pigs' and boss' bristles;
a. Perniita usprs to buy wd accept
delivery o( hrisdes to replace tbeir
iDvcotory flnlshed products
shipped on war orders.
Power (electric):
a. Eeary ron-cr and sleam equip-
meot, order emended to permit pro
duction, sale, and delivery of beavy
equipment not provided for in
origiDsi order.
Protective helmets:
a. Permission givcD Co assemble asd
sell protective liclmeu parta vbicb
irere in process on April 2S, and to
sell those which have already been
manurnclured.
Koieoone:
a. Pcrmils use or rotesonc as ao io-
feclieido in treatment of cattle lor
)Tubs, but restricts use as a gcrml-
cide (or citrus fruits.
Bubt>er:
a. Bubberandnroductsnndmr.terials
of which rubber is a component;
1. Prohibits Importation of rubber
and rubber products, except by




a. Change of required ratine forssleof
equipmentusins already fabricated
materinU.
Springs and maitrei»es (beds):
a. Restrictions plnced on useof wire in
springs end mattreses. Production
of mnttresses contcininK iron and
5teelprohibiicd after Sept. 1.




a. EfTectire July I, tin used In non-
ciitlcal products to be cut another 10
percent.
Welding rods aad electrodes:
a. To conserve supply and direct dis-
tributlnn. Allocation control placed
by WPB. Order effective seven days
sftcr date of issuance.

























Prior. Reg. No. 11 Provides for establishing definite quantitative limits to theacqulsition'ormetals
and otber materials by any person or company using more than $£,000worth
of metal a year. Oovemipeot arsenals; shipyards, etc., ere subject to re
quirements as well as manufactiirera oimumtlont, ships, airplanes, asd all
otbet large users of metal.
6-10-^2
Welding rods, electrodes placed under strict control
Distribution of welding rods and elec
trodes has been placed under strict con
trol by an order announced June 9 by the
Director of Industry Operations.
Welding rods and electrodes, under the
terms of Limitation Order 1j-146, may be de
livered without restrictions only to the Army
and Navy, specified Oovernincnt agencies,
governments of the tTnited Nations, for op
erations under the Lend-Lease program, and
to accredited schools which are training
welding operators under a course conforming
to the American Welding Society's code lor
mlniroum instruction requirements, or
cchcols established within industrial plants
which meet certain Instruction quoliflcations.
Other deltveries of ordinary rods and elec
trodes are confined to orders bearing a prefer
ence rating of A-9 or higher. In the case of
alloy electrodes or rods, which mean ferrous-
base electrodes or rods whose core wire con
tains more thnn 2 percent by weight of ma
terials other than iron or carbon, deliveries
may not be made except on orders of A-l-J
or higher.
The order also provides for the setting aside
each month, for repair and maintenance
ptirposes only, 8 percent of each type of rod
or electrode delivered by a manufacturer
during that month.
No one is permitted to acquire rods or
electrodes if the result will be to Increase
his inventory beyond a 60-day supply.
Manufacturers must file a record of ell ship
ments with WPB on Form PD-528 on or
before the i6th day of each month. The
order became effective June 13.
11
Production of specific sizes
of aircraft control bearings
concentrated among companies
Concentration of production of certain
sizes of antifriction aircraft control and
pulley bearings among the various com
panies making them was ordered June 6
by the WPB.
Limitation Order L-145. issued June 6,
provides that after June 9 a producer
of bearings may not accept any purchase
order for any of the sizes specified on an
exhibit attached to the order, unless he
Is designated as an "authorized pro
ducer" of the size sought to be purchased.
It is suggested by WPB that customers
requesting a producer to furnish a size of
bearing formerly made by him, but
which is not now permitted under the
order, should be referred to another
company designated as an "authorized
producer" of such a size.
Other provisions
In case a producer has completed parts
or completed bearings on hand, how
ever, he may deliver these to purchasers.
The order does not restrict producers
from filling purchase orders received
prior to June 10.
Another section of L-145 prohibits a
company which manufactured a size of
bearing for which it is not now desig
nated as an "authorized producer" from
disposing of the tools and equipment used
by it in making such bearings. A com
pany must keep these tools and equip
ment and preserve them In such condi
tion that it can recommence production
on one month's notice.
★ ★ ★
WPB prohibits diversion of
farm equipment from farms
To assure delivery of essential equip
ment to the American farmer, WPB has
ordered that products manufactured un
der Its farm machinery and equipment
program must actually reach ths farm,
and must not be diverted to industrial
or other nonagricultural uses.
In Supplementary Limitation Order
L-26-d, WPB makes it plain that its pro
gram is designed solely for production of
essential machinery and equipment for
farms. Including such items as domestic
water systems and garden tractors, which
have been found to have been diverted in
many Instances to nonagricultural ac
tivities.
12 ★ VICTORY ★
Critical materials cut for light bulbs;
substitutes permit increase in output
The use of critical materials In the
maniilacture of electric light bulbs will
be curtailed without curtailing the pro
duction of the light bulbs themselves, by
an amendment to Limitation Order L-28
Issued June 8.
To use substitutes
This will be made possible throiigh the
use of substitutes that will not affect
the efficiency of the light bulbs.
The base, formerly made of solid brass.
wlU be made of steel, plated with brass.
Lamp leads, formerly mad® oi a 50-50 com
bination of nickel and copper, wlU be made
of Iron wire plated with nickel and copper.
Filament supports, formerly made of nickel
and molybdenum, will be made of Iroa wire
plated with nickel. The filament Itself will
continue to be made of tungsten, since no
satisfactory substitute has been found. The
plating process will require only about a
tenth as much of the critical metals as was
used before.
The substitution provisions of the
order will go into effect July 1, 1942.
Not only will there not be a curtail
ment In the production of lamp bulbs,
but the amendment permits greater pro
duction than in 1940. During the 3-
month period beginning July 1,1942, and
for each 3-month period thereafter, a
manufacturer is permitted to produce
bases for incandescent and fluorescent
lamps at a rate of 125 percent of his pro
duction in 1940. In addition, he may
exceed even that rate of production in
one 3-month period if he will reduce his
production during the succeeding 3
months accordingly.
Decorative lights banned
Between now and July 1 brass may be
used In the manufacture of bases but It
is restricted to 6% percent of the amount
of brass used for such purposes In 1940.
This amounts to a rate of 80 percent of
1940 usage.
The amendment also prohibits the
manufacture of Christmas tree, advertis
ing and decorative or display lights. The
original order reduced such production
by 50 percent. The amendment elimi
nates such production entirely, effective
June 1. 1942.
On and after June 15, no black-out
lamps may be produced except to fill
orders rated higher than A-2.
The substitute provisions will not apply
until September 6,1942, to orders placed
by or for the Army, Navy, or United
States Maritime Commission.
To clear the deck for the use of the
substitute material, no manufacturer Is
permitted to accept delivery of or pro
duce lamp parts after June 15,1942, that
do not comply with the substitute provi
sions if such delivery or production will
leave any of the presubstitute parts in
his Inventory after July 1.
★ * *
Communications inventories
Restrictions on inventories in the radio
and wire communications industries
have been modified so that material for
specific Army, Navy and other war proj
ects may be stocked without interference
with normal operating inventories, the
Division of Industry Operations an
nounced June 10.
This action was taken in interpreta





The toiletries and cosmetics branch
urged manufactui'ers June 11 to seek
substitutes for mannitol, sorbitol, and
their derivatives, which are available
only for orders bearing high priority rat
ings. In addition, it was emphasized
that a tight supply situation also exists
for wetting agents and emulsifiers, such
as sulphonated coconut oil or lauryl
alcohol.
* ★ ★
Balsa under import control
• Balsa wood was placed under import
control June 10 by an Amendment to
General Imports Order M-63, issued by
the Director of Industry Operations.
Effective immediately, no balsa wood
may be imported except by certain gov
ernmental agencies, or with the express
permission of WPB.
General Imports Order M-63 controls
the import of a list of strategic materials.
The June 10 amendment adds balsa wood
to this list.
On July 2. 1942, the import control
will be broadened to Include Import of
materials for civilian use as well as stra
tegic materials. The amendment will be
superseded by the amended order, which
was issued on June 2, and takes effect
July 2.1942.
June 16, 1942
Cellophane use cut still
further in rewritten order
Use of cellophane was further re
stricted June 8 by an amendment to
Limitation Order L-20, Issued by the
Director of Industry Operations.
The order as amended covers cello
phane or other transparent cellulose
sheets of 0.003 inch or less. The origi
nal order covered sheets of 0.005 inch or
less. A new plastics conservation order
is being drawn which will cover use of
sheets over 0.003 inch in thickness.
Further restrictions imposed by this
amendment prohibit use of cellophane
in window cartons, for carton overwraps,
for packaging animal food, rubber nip
ples. and candy.
New restrictions added
The amendment rewrites the entire or
der, consolidates previous amendments,
clarifies certain ambiguous provisions of
the original order, and adds new restric
tions to the use of cellophane.
. While this amendment does rewrite the
entire order, the following points are
new:
1. Products covered by the order are those
of 0.003 thickness or less;
2. "Cellulose caps or bands of any ^ge"
are added to the deflnition of products cov
ered by the order;
3. Tlie prohibition against using cellophane
Is changed to read "no person shall use cello
phane ... for the packaging, sealing, or
manufacture of the materials Included In
the following categories . . The word
"sealing" Is added to the previous wording;
4. Rubber nipples may not be packaged in
ceUophana; .
5. Added to the list of prohibitions Is
"Candy products and chewing gum, except
where used as a protection for the product
itseir";
6. Added to the list of prohibitions is "All
animal foods . . ."; "All vrtndow cartons and
overwarps where used as a protection for the
carton rather than the product Itself."
Also added in the amended order ia
provision for reporting by middlemen to
producers, by the tenth of each month,
the amount of cellophane sold by them
to various industries during the preced
ing month. Also to be reported are
Government orders, and those bearing a




ers, distributors, and retailers of fluores
cent lighting fixtures have been notified
that the date for filing their inventories
with WPB has been advanced from June
5 to June 15. The action was made
necessary by delays in the distribution of
the report form, PD-499.
Jane 16, 1942
Uniforms sped by high rating
on fabrics and other materials
needed in manufacture
In order to make certain that officers
of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and
other War agencies will be able to ob
tain uniforms when they need them, the
Director of Industry Operations has is
sued an order (P-131) granting a high
priority rating for cloth and other mate
rials needed for the manufacture of such
garments.
Buttons and thread covered
The rating—A-1-1—is assigned to ma
terials, such as cloth, buttons and thread
to be used by a manufacturer In the pro
duction of uniforms, including shirts,
overcoats, caps, ties, etc. The rating
may be extended to the cloth manufac
turer or other supplier to cover the ma
terials furnished by a supplier to the
manufacturer of officers' uniforms. The
supplier, in turn, may extend the rating
on all materials except metals.
CoTers.ail types of fabrics used
Hie order applies to all types of fab
rics used in the official uniforms of all
the agencies covered by the order. Uni
forms included are for the Army, Navy,
Marine Corps, Coast Guard, United
States Military and Naval Academy and
Training School students. Maritime
Commission, Coast and Geodetic Sur
vey, Public Health Service, V/omen's
Army Auxiliary Corps and any similar
Navy organization, and the Army Spe
cialist Corps.
On and after July I, 1942, suppliers
of buttons, zippers, grippers, fasteners,
closures or findings made of metal may
not apply the A-l-i rating provided
under the order to obtain material used
in the manufacture of metal closures and
finders. Instead, they may apply for
priority assistance to obtain such ma




General Conservation Order M-70 has
been amended to exempt processors of
jute covering, twine, and rope from the
provisions In the original order requir
ing certification of bales on deliveries of
such products. It was explained that




Permission to asemble and sell pro
tective helmet parts which were in proc
ess on April 29, and to sell those helmets
which have already been manufactured,
has been granted by the Director of In
dustry Operations In an amendment to
Limitation Order L-105.
The amendment (No. 1, effective June
5) will make available a substantial
number of helmets which are either
completed or semifabricated. Officials
of the safety and technical equipment
branch said that the sale of these hel
mets will help meet the demand which
Is not supplied by the OCD.
The finished helmets and parts already
semifabricated cannot be readily used
for purposes other than those for which
they were designed.
The original order prohibited the pro
duction and sale of protective helmets,
except on order by an Agency of the
United States or by one of the other
United Nations. Production from parts
not fabricated at the time the order was
originally Issued remains subject to this
restriction.
★ ★ ★
Willard named chief of
toiletries, cosmetics branch
C. A. Willard, who has been acting
chief of the toiletries and cosmetics
branch for the past several weeks, has
been named chief of the branch by




Circumstances under which users of
pigs' and hogs' bristles may buy and ac
cept delivery of bristles to replace their
Inventory of finished products shipped
on war orders are clarified in an amend
ment, No. 2, to General Preference Order
M-51. The amendment was Issued June
6 by the Director of Industry Operations.
This action is taken in response to re
quests from the Industry for clarification
of the regulations covering purchase of
bristles. The amendment does not
change the effect of the order, nor does
it change the course of action required
of bristle users.
13
Production of mattresses, pads
containing iron or steel banned
after September 1
The production of mattresses or pads
containing iron or steel is prohibited after
September 1 in Amendment 1 to Limita
tion Order L-49, issued June 8 by the
Director of Industry Operations.
During July and August, a manufac
turer of innerspring mattresses or pads
may produce twice his average monthly
production of such products in the 12
months ended June 30, 1941.
The order does not affect the manu
facture of mattresses or pads filled with
cotton, felt, or hair.
Other provisions
Effective June 8, no manufacturer of
innerspring units for innerspring mat
tresses or pads may acquire any wire for
the production of such products, except
from the inventories of other manufac
turers of innerspring units.
In addition, a manufacturer may not
sell or deliver any of his inventory of iron
or steel, except as follows;
For use by other manufacturers of bed-
springs and mattresses; for use to fiU orders
beaiing a prelerecce rating of A-3 or higher;
or for sale to the Defense Supplies Corpora
tion, Metals Reserve Company, or any other
Government pxirchastng agency. No restric
tions are placed on the sale or delivery ot
any finished products a manufacturer has oa




Conservation Order M-138 has been
amended to tighten restrictions on Istle,
a fiber grown In Mexico which is coming
Into Increasing demand as a substitute
for such fibers as jute and other cordage
fibers formerly imported from the Far
East.
Amendment No. 1 controls both istle
waste and waste istle. The distinction
lathis: Waste istle results from prepar
ing the fiber for use in istle products;
istle waste results from the processing
of the prepared fiber.
The amendment redefines "istle pro
duct" to include any product made from
Istle, alone or in combination with other
materials.
The inventory provision has been mod
ified to include a person who processes
Istle products, to give him the benefit
of a 2 months' supply instead of the 1




engaged in war work can obtain
equipment for vital uses only
Because of the critical shortage of sci
entific equipment, university and other
private laboratories engaged in research
work unrelated to the production of ma
terials, or in other research not directly
connected with the war effort, will be
unable to secure new laboratory equip
ment unless the particular use is ap
proved by the Director of Industry Op
erations.
To save critical materials
This is the result of Limitation Order
L-144, Issued June 12. The order pro
hibits the sale and delivery of laboratory
equipment except for certified essential
uses in order to save highly critical ma
terials and to make certain that such
equipment will be available for vital war
purposes.
Manufacturers will obtain the neces
sary amounts of critical materials for
purposes permitted by the order by filing
PD-25A applications under the Produc
tion Requirements Plan. Distributors,
wholesalers, and jobbers needing priority
assistance should file PD-IX forms with
the Distributors Branch of the War Pro
duction Board.
* ★ ★
U. S. may buy burlap stocks
Conservation Order M-47 (burlap)
was amended June 12 to enable the Com
modity Credit Corporation to purchase
frozen stocks of burlap and make them
available to growers to relieve a short





H. McCurdy. chief, telephone section,
communications branch.
Members:
Fred Clarke, merchandise manager, West-
em Electric Co.. 195 Broadway, New York.
N. T.; R. A. Gantt. vies president. Inter
national Telephone & Telegraph Co.. New
^ork. N, Y.; F. R. McBerty, president. North
Electric Co.. Gallon, Ohio; M. K. McGrath,
president. Kellcgg SwltchbOBrd & Supply Co.,
6G50 Clccro Avenue, Chicago, II!,; w. L. Run-
zel, president, Bur.zel Coid & Wire Co.. 4727
Montrose Avenue. Chicago, 111.; A. P. Gibson,
assistant treasurer. Stromberg-Carlaon Tele
phone Manufftctvrlng Co., 100 Carlson Road.
Rochester, N. Y.; W. C. Hasseihorn. president.
Cook Electric Co.. 2700 Southport Avenue.
Chicago, 111.; J. W. Shipman. vice president.
Automatic Hectric Co.. 1033 West Van Buren
St., Chicago, III.; R. W. S.emund, vice presi




WPB on June 6 announced a series of
Interpretations of Consei"vatlon Order
L-41, which was Issued April 9 to place
all construction under rigid control.
The order (WPB-831) made it neces
sary for builders to obtain authorization
from WPB to begin residential construc
tion costing $500 or more; agricultural
construction costing $1,000 or more; or
commercial and other construction cost
ing $5,000 or more during any continuous
12-month period,
Authorized building outside quota
It was ruled that construction authorized
by WPB does not have to be Included In the
cost quota allowed in the order. For In
stance, an owner speclflcally authorized by
WPB to remodel an industrial plant, may
stm spend, in -addition, up to S5,000—the
limit allowed without authoxlzatlon'—during
any 12-month period.
It also was ruled that where a building
is used for two or more purposes, as defined
In the order. It should be classified according
to Us predominant use.
Another interpretation provides thaf the
estimated cost need not include the cost of
used material, including equipment, which
has been taken from a building and is to be
used in other construction work, provided
there is no change of ownership. It Is not
necessary, likewise, to Include in the total
cost estimate the cost of labor In Incorporat
ing such xised material.
Cost of certain equipment included
The estimated cost of a project, under the
interpretation, shall Include the cost of cer
tain equipment. These include articles,
chattels or fixtures physically Incorporated
in the building and used as a part of the
building. Also Included are items that can
not be detached without materlaily Injuring
them or the construction.
The term "without change of design," as
It applies to repair work permitted by the
order. Is Interpreted to allow change in ma
terial or type of equipment If the architec
tural or structural plan is not substantially
altered in effecting the change.
It was ruled that movement of earth—ditch
digging, grading, etc.—where no material ex
cept earth or other unprocessed material is





thony F. Blsgood, section chief, consum
ers' durable goods branch.
Members:
L. S. Ashley, Northwestern Casket Co., Min
neapolis. Minn.; Everett Haillday, New Cas
tle Casket Co., New Castle. Ind,; John A.
Dolan, Wsllsville Casket Co., Wellsvllle,
N. Y.; E. H. McCowen, Hardwood Casket Co.,
Cleveland, Tenn.; E. Lawrence Mory, Boyer-
town Burial Casket Co., Boyertown, Pa,;
George D. Richards, Chicago Casket Co., Chi
cago, ni.; H. L. Stein. National Casket Co.,
Boston, Mass.; J. T. TldweU, Texas CofRn
Co.: Waco, Tex.; John Bertelsen, Hollywood
Casket Co , Hollywood, Calif.
June 16, 1942
Deliveries of mine machines
made from rated materials
limited to rated orders
Mining machinery produced from ma
terials obtained under a preference rat
ing cannot be delivered except on rated
orders, the Division of Industry (dera
tions ruled June 12.
Amendment No. 3 to Preference Rat
ing Order P-6&-a provides that in the
future mining machinery made from ma
terial obtained on a preference rating
shall be delivered by the producer only
to an operator as defined in Preference
Rating Order P-56 or P-53, or to a pro
ducer as defined in Preference Rating
Order P-68 or P-73 and only to fill an or
der bearing a preference rating assigned
under these orders.
The division also announced that mate
rial necessary for repair and maintenance
of bouses owned by a mining operator and
used for the bousing of miners cannot re
ceive as high a preference rating a" mate
rial necessary for the actual operation of the
mine.
Interpretation No. 1 to Prefer'jnce Rating
Order P-56, as amended, provides that an
A-10 rating is available for such repair and
maintenance material. Material necessary
for operation has an A-8 rating.
★ * ★
Restriction removed from metal
used in wooden pails, tubs
Limitation Order L-30 was amended
June 12 to encourage a return to the
wooden pail and tub.
The original order required a 30 per
cent reduction in the use of iron and steel
in the manufacture of pails and tubs.
This restriction was aimed chiefly at
metal pails and tubs but its effect was
to cut total production by 30 percent.
Amendment No. 3, issued June 12, re
moves from the restrictions of the order
any pall or tub which contains metal only
in hoops, bails, ears, and handles, pro
vided the total weight of this metel dues
not exceed 15 percent of the weight of
the article.
Metal pails and tubs may be produced,
under the limits of the original order,
until the end of June. But the unre
stricted production of wooden pails and
tubs is expected to result in a return to
the wooden article.
The June 12 amendment also affects
carpet sweepers, curtain rods and fix
tures, and drapery attachments.
June 16, 1942
Type of steel limited for use
in hand service tools; orders
restricted to A-10, higher
General Preference Order E-6, Issued
June 12. limits the type of steel which
may be used in producing hand service
tools and also limits the orders which
producers of such tools may fill.
Included among the hand service tools
covered by the order are chisels, ham
mers. snips, pliers, punches, screwdrivers,
and wrenches. The order provides that
such tools may not be manufactured out
of any alloy steel except those series
specifically designated in an exhibit at
tached to the order.
It was provided, however, that pro
ducers who, prior to June 12, had already
received alloy steel of a series not listed
are permitted to use It up.
★ ★ ★
Quota-exempt processing of
cocoa butter, powder clarified
Interpretation 1 to Conservation Or
der M-145 was issued June 9 by the Di
rector of Industry Operations to prevent
excessive quota-exempt processings of
cocoa beans to fill Army, Navy, and other
Quota-exempt orders requiring cocoa but
ter and cocoa powder.
The June 9 interpretation makes it
clear that when a processor produces co
coa butter, for example, to fill an order
for the Army, Navy, or other quota-ex
empt persons or agencies, he must give
considerations to the cocoa powder pro
duced in the same processing operations.
While he may use that powder to fill
any type of order, If subsequent quota-
exempt orders requiring the same amount
of powder, or less, are received, he may
not again process quota-exempt beans
to supply that powder.
The same is true in the reverse type
of situation when a quota-exempt order
requires cocoa powder.
♦ * ★
Deliveries of power and
steam equipment broadened
Limitation Order L-117 has been
amended to permit the production, sale,
and delivery of heavy power and steam
equipment not provided for in the
original order. Amendment No. 2. Just
Issued, permits deliveries on ratings of
A-9 or higher assigned by PD-2, PD-4,
PD-5. P5-B. and PI>-25A certificates.
★ VICTORY ★ 15
New industry advisory committees
The Bureau of Industry Advisory Com
mittees. WPB, has announced the for




L. Haynes, chief, building materials
branch.
Members:
C. O. Brown. Dixie Asphalt Products Corpo
ration, Savannah, Ga.; Otto Cervenka, Glohe
Roofing Products Co., Whiting, Ind.; John J.
Flood, American & Asphalt Roof Corporation,
Kanfas City. Mo.; Lloyd A. Fry, Lloyd A. Fry
Roofing Co., Chicago, IlL; T. H. Kashuba.
T. K. Roofing Manufacturer Co., Chester,
W. Va.; W- H. Lowe, Parafflne Companies,
Inc., San Francisco. Calif.; Benjamin H.
Roberts, Bird & Son, Inc.. E. Walpole, Mass.:
P. C. Rowe, The Flintkote Co.. New York,
N. T.; R. J. Tobin, Tilo Roofing Co., Inc.,
Stratford, Conn.; A. L. Wall, Weaver-Wall Co..
Cleveland, Ohio.; D. D. Hamilton, Koppere
Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.; S. P. Mofflt, The Ruberoid
Co., New York, N. Y.
BISCUIT, CRACKER, AND PRETZEL SUB
COMMITTEE OF BAKING INDUSTRY
Government presiding officer—John T.
McCarthy, chief, bread and bakery prod
ucts section, food branch.
Members;
George Burry, president, Burry Biscuit Co.,
Elizabeth, N. J.; Stuart Johnston, vice presi
dent. Robert A. Johnston Co., Milwaukee,
WU.; K. F. MacLellan, president, United Bis
cuit Co., Chicago, 111.; Hanford Main, presi
dent, Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co., Long Island
City, N. Y.; Victor P. Miller, president. Miller-
Parrot Co.. Terre Haute. Ind.; Charles P.
Montgomery, vice president. National Biscuit
Co.. New York, N. Y.; A. R. Petrle. vice presi
dent, H. W. Clark Biscuit Co., N. Adams. Mass.;
H. G. Schneider, president. Laurel Biscuit Co.
Dayton. Ohio; Gross Williams, president.
Consolidated Biscuit Co., Chicago. Dl.
COPPER PRODUCERS
Presiding Officer—Harry O. King, chief
of the copper branch.
Members:
K. C. Brownell, vice president. American
Smelting & Reflnlng Co., 120 Broadway, New
York City; A. E. Petermann, Calimiet &
Hecla Consolidated Copper Co., Calumet,
Mich.; Robert E. Dwyer, vice president. Ana
conda Copper Mining Co., 25 Broadway. New
York City; J. P. McCelland, vice president,
Phelps Dodge Corporation. 40 Wall Street,
New York, N. Y.; A. J. McNab, vice president.
Magma Copper Co.. 14 Wall Street, New York.
N. Y.; Carl T. Ulrlch, vice president, Kenne-
cott Copper Coi-poratlon, 120 Broadway, New
York City; B. N. Zimmer, vice president,
American Metal Co., 61 Broadway. New York,
N. Y.
DAIRY EQUIPMENT AND MACHINERY
MANUFACTURERS
Government presiding officer—L. 8.
Greenleaf, Jr.. chief of the special indus
trial machinery branch.
Members:
E. Roy Ailing. Rice it Adams, Buffalo. N. Y.;
John Colony. Manton-Gaulln Mfg. Co., Ever
ett, Mass.; E. C. Damrow, Damrow Brothers,
Fond du Lac, Wis.; John W. Ladd, Cherry-
Burrell Corporation, Chicago. 111.; Harry L.
Miller, Chester Dairy Supply Mfg. Co.. Ches
ter, Pa.; Timothy Mojonnler, Mojonnier
Brothers. Chicago, 111.; Gilbert R. Olsen, Gen
eral Dairy Equipment Co., Minneapolis, Minn.;
George W. Putnam, Creamery Package Co.,
Chicago, m.; Roland F, Smith, Waukesha
Foundry, Waukesha. Wis.; H. J. Waii/r.
Thomas D. McHale, Manufactxiring Co., Lcs
Angeles, Calif.
HAND SAWS
Government presiding officer—John L.
Haynes, chief, building materials branch.
Members:
G. W. Dimnington, E. C. Atkins & Co..
Indianapolis, Ind.; S. Horace Disston, Henry
Disston & Sons, Inc., Tacony, Philadelphia,
Pa.; F. G. Acomb, Pennsylvania Saw Corpora
tion, York, Pa.; E. A. Todd, Simonds Saw &
Steel Co.. Fitchburg, Mass,; H. J. Bradbury,
Oblen Bishop Mfr. Co., Columbus, C^lo;
Walter C. Hecker, Curtis Saw Division of
Curtis Mani^facturing Co., 8t. Louis, Mo.;
James J. Dougherty, Central Hardware Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
HIGH PRESSURE STEEL GAS CYLINDER
MANUFACTURERS
Government presiding officer—Charles
Dailey, chief, steel drums and tight coop
erage section, containers branch.
Members:
WUbert Wear, Harrisburg Steel Corpora
tion, Harrisbiirg, Pa.; G. R. Hanks, Taylor-
Wharton Iron Si Steel Co.. Easton. Pa.; H. E.
Passmore, National Tube Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.;
H. O. Brumder. Pressed Steel Tank Co.. Mil
waukee, Wis.; Walter H, Freygang. Walter
Rldde & Co.. New York, N. Y.; Edward E.
O'Neill, American LaPrance-Foamite Corpo
ration, Elmlra, N. Y.
PORCELAIN ENAMELED UTENSILS
Government presiding officer—An
thony P. Bisgood, section chief, consum
ers' durable goods branch.
Members:
F. S. Earnshaw, U. 8. Stamping Co.;
MoundsvUle, W. Va.; Ralph M. Fawcett. Re
public Stamping & Enameling Co., Canton,
Ohio; D. S. Hunter, Enameled Utensil Mfrs.
Council, Cleveland, Ohio; Frank E. Jones,
The Jones Metal Products Co., West Lafa
yette, Ohio; W. F. Lewis, Llsk Manufncturlng
Co,, Canandalgua, N. Y.; W. J. Vollrath, Polar
Ware Co., Sheboygan, Wis.
TIGHT COOPERAGE
Government presiding officer—Charles
Dailey, chief, steel drums and tight coop
erage section, containers branch.
Committee members are:
Harold R. Clark. Allied Barrel Corporation.
Oil City, Pa.; W. R. Foley, Chickasaw Wood
Products Co., Memphis, Tenn.; Walter O.
Johnson, T. Johnson Co., Inc., Chicago, Dl.;
Isadore Levine, H. Levlne Cooperage Co., Los
Angeles, Calif.; Pat Lynn, Osark Gateway
Cooperage Co., Jopliu. Mo.; A. L. Nelson. Jr.,
St. Louis Cooperage Co.. St. Louis. Mo.; Paul
M. Ripley, Brooklyn Cooperage Co., New York,
N. Y.; L. R. Steidel, J. H. Hamlen & Son. Little
Rock. Ark.; WlUlam G. Tyler, The Kimball
Tyler Co., Baltimore. Md.; M. Edward Verdi.
Verdi Brothers Cooperage Co., North Bergen,
N. J.; W. I- Wymond, Chess & Wymond, Inc.,
Louisville, Ky.
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CIVILIAN SUPPLY ..
Changes to be felt soon in food, clothing,
transportation and housing, Weiner warns
Far-reaching changes in the lives and
habits of every citizen during the next
few months were forecast June 8 by
Joseph L. Weiner, deputy director of the
Division of Civilian Supply, in a state
ment describing how the war economy
must reach into every home In the
Nation.
Pood, clothing, transportation, and
housing are the four principal fields in
which changes have developed and in
which even greater changes may be ex
pected. Mr. Weiner said.
Specialists in the division have been
working for many months to determine
the needs of the civilian population and
to correlate these needs with the exi
gencies of a war economy. Mr. Weiner's
statement, based on these studies, follows
in part:
FOOD
It may be said categorically that there
is no danger that tills country will lack
a sufficient supply of staples, or that the
American diet will lack its vital elements.
But on the other hand, while we can
be sure of a balanced, nourishing diet, it
is also clear that some of our eating
habits may have to be revised.
For example, sugar Is being rationed.
That cuts down our supply of sweets.
Coffee and tea are not as freely available
as they used to be. because of the ship
ping situation. The same problem comes
up in tiie case of bananas. Other things
which must be imported may be lacking
from our customary menus.
Some of our fishing areas are being
closed by the war, or are concentrating
on Army, Navy, and Lend-Lease require
ments, and this may at times affect the
supply of fish. And naturally the job
of sending our allies food, such as pork.
Imposes an Increased demand on the
supply, although, as is generally known,
efforts are being made to increase es
sential crops and farm products.
Americans can help greatly In this
situation in a number of ways.
First, don't hoard. Don't overbuy.
This is what the enemy wants people
to do.
Second, don't waste food.
Third, eat fresh fruits and vegetables
as much as possible, so as to diminish the
tin requirements for tin cans.
Fourth, try to get locally grown vege
tables, so as to diminish the requirements
for food transportation.
Fifth, eat substitutes for fish and pork.
There are plenty available.
CLOTHING
It appears now that the rationing of
clothing can be avoided this year.
But there are some other changes that
can be expected.
It appears that the public will have to
wear more cotton, because of the wool
situation. It appears also that the mili
tary demand for wool will bring about ad
ditional minor style changes. Cloth
manufacturers will have to blend wool
with other materials in order to conserve,
but we still can be sure that we will be
well clothed.
The division is now making a survey
of the wool, cotton, and rayon situations
to see exactly what the situation is from
the civilian point of view, and so that
we will be able to anticipate any diffi
culties in good time.
Leather is another problem, for the de
mands of our armed forces for shoes in
crease rapidly. There are plenty of
shoes in the stores, so there Is nothing
in the leather picture to get excited about
now. But it Is a problem, and future
developments may very well affect our
civilian supply.
TRANSPORTATION
Everyone is familiar with the gasoline
shortage. Many people, however, do not
recognize that there is also a shortage of
fuel oil, largely caused by transportation
difficulties. This shortage will be felt
most keenly in Eastern States. We are
facing a serious problem in our efforts
to find means of making available fuel
oil to keep our factories running and our
houses warm next winter. We have just
so much transportation equipment and
no more. Everyone who can possibly do
so ought to convert now from oil-burning
heating apparatus to coal-bmning appli
ances. Also we should lay in our supplies
of coal now in order to take some of the
strain off our transportation facilities
this fall.
Transportation difficulties undoujjt-
edly will have a broad effect upon our
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daily lives. There will be less social life
In the evening unless it is confined to the
neighborhood. Mr. and Mrs. America
will have to get acquainted with their
neighbors, trade at their neighborhood
stores, attend their neighborhood movies,
accept a greatly curtailed variety of goods
and dispense with the customary desire
for a change of scenery.
The division has been authorized by
the War Production Board to make a
study of all the energy resources of the
country—electric power, natural gas,
manufactured gas, etc. It is becoming
more necessary daily to divert our fuel
and power from nonessential to essential
uses. This may mean that we will have
to live in a somewhat darker world.
Main Street may lose its glow of elec
tricity.
HOUSING
We will have to reexamine the housing
situation in order to make certain that
all available space in so-called critical
defense areas Is being utilized. The de
mands of the war program upon our out
put of steel are going to make it im
possible for us to build homes in areas
where adequate housing facilities already
exist, but have not been put to work be
cause of reluctance on someone's part to
make them available. Compulsory bil
leting of war workers has been resorted
to in England. In that country, unoc
cupied houses have been commandeeTed.
These 2 methods furnish means of solv
ing housing problems, but I hope they
will not have to be adopted here.
Most war workers are not in a posi
tion to buy a home, either because their
incomes are not sufficient or because they
may have to be moved at any time.
Therefore, I believe we should discourage
privately financed home construction for
sale, and concentrate our priority assist
ance on those projects that will be made
available for rental to war workers.
This represents only a general picture
of what the future holds in store for us.
The Division of Civilian Supply is
chai'ged with the responsibility of seeing
to it that materials left over after the
demands of the war program have been
met are allocated for various civilian
operations in the order of their impor
tance to our dally lives. The division
will continue to act as the guardian of
our civilian economy.
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"YOU KNOW, DEAR....SOMETIMES I WISH WE'D
CONE EASY ON OUR TIRES BACK IN 1942/"
V-24-6//6
^r:Seo5s
Intercity bus curb not meant
for Jones Beach vacationists
An order of the ODT calling for elimi
nation of unnecessary intercity bus serv
ices has no direct application to trans
portation of recreation seekers to Jones
Beach, near New York, ODT Director
Eastman made plain June 11.
This policy was set forth jn a telegram
from Mr. Eastman to Robert Moses, pres
ident of the Long Island State Park Com
mission and the Jones Beach State Park
way Authority, who bad asked for an
Interpretation of the intercity bus order.
General Order ODT No. 11.
The order does not apply to service
This cartoon was drawn especially
for OEM by Dr. Seuss. This notice
constitutes /ull permission to reprint
the drawing. Engravings may be
direct from this reproduction, or
three-column mats will be furnished
on application to Distribution Sec
tion, Division of Information, Office
for Emergency Management, Wash
ington, D. C. Refer to V-24.
extending less than 15 air miles beyond
the corporate limits of a oity or on which
the average fare is 35 cents or less.
Jones Beach Is less than 15 air miles from
the outer boundaries of New York. The
order ii effective July 1.
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ODT willtake monthly sampling
to forecast transport needs
As an aid to bringing about greater
utilization of existing freight transporta
tion facilities, the Office of Defense Trans
portation has initiated a plan designed to
provide monthly an accurate forecast of
the Nation's freight equipment require
ments.
ODT Director Eastman has asked a
large representative group of manufac
turers, producers and distributors to sub
mit, beginning June IS, an advance
monthly estimate of traffic movement
from their establishments. The informa
tion, to be provided on a special form,
will Include the commodity to be shipped.
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TRANSPORTATION...
Intercity bus lines throughout Nation
made subject to pooling and limitations
A general order placing intercity bus
operations under wartime regulations
throughout the country was issued June
9 by the Office of Defense Transportation.
The order becomes effective July 1.
Intercity service, as defined by the
order, does not Include bus runs within
15 miles of the limits of a city, nor sched
ules on which the average fare is 35 cents
or less.
Five requirements
Operators of buses used In Intercity
service are required to:
1. Discontinue all limited or express
service.
2. Discontinue schedules which do
not come up to certain efficiency
standards as determined by the average
load.
3. Discontinue service to places of
amusement.
4. Pool competitive services which
cover the same or closely parallel
routes.
5. Freeze present routes.
Round-trip schedules operated pri
marily for the purpose of transporting
workers to and from their Jobs are not
subject to the regulations, and an excep
tion also is made for buses serving mili
tary and naval establishments.
Less-used routes discontinaed
The order (General Order ODT No.
11) prohibits the operation of more than
one round-trip schedule a day over any
route where experience shows that the
average load in both directions will be
less tban 40 percent of the seating ca
pacity in any month.
Operators are required to keep records
of passenger-miles and seat-miles and
report to the ODT any round-trip sched
ule which fails to meet these require
ments.
Since local bus service involves
constantly changing loads, the order re
quires that the average load for the
entire journey be iised as a basis for
determining the degree of efficiency of
the operation.
Service for amusemeots banned
A bus might start out fully loaded, the
ODT explained, and still fail to meet
the 40-percent-average-load requirement
when it had completed its round trip.
Intercity bus service, as defined by the
order, may not be operated after July
1 "for the primary purpose of supplying
transportation to or from a golf course,
athletic field, race track, theater, dancing
pavilion, or other place conducted pri
marily for the purpose of amusement or
entertainment."
Express service was ordered discon
tinued, the ODT said, to release buses
for needed local service.
Extensions must be approved
The order further provides that no bus
route may be extended after July 1 with
out special permission of the ODT.
Operators of competing bus lines are
required to make joint plans for maxi
mum utilization of equipment through
pooling of services, staggering of sched
ules, exchange of operating rights, or
other methods. These plans, or state
ments giving the reasons why such plans
have not been agreed upon, must be sub
mitted to the ODT by July 30.
Other special orders coming
Two special orders based on operat
ors' plans already have been issued by
the ODT, affecting four bus lines operat
ing between New York and Washington
and two bus lines operating in the West.
Other special orders of this type are
forthcoming.
* ★ ★
Paper work lightened in
moving goods to ports
Revised instructions to shippers gov
erning movement of goods into United
States ports for offshore shipment have
been issued by the Office of Defense
Transportation, it was announced June 9.
Shippers now are not required to apply
directly to the War Shipping Adminis
tration or the British Ministry of War
Transport for permission to move export
goods through the ports.
No other major change has been made
in the regulations, which became effec
tive June 1.
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Many miles' savings expected
from Zr-intercity bus orders
The ODT June 9 issued two more
special orders in its Nation-wide program
for more efficient operation of intercity
bus lines.
Special Order ODT No. B-3 governs
operations of the Pacific Greyhound
Lines, the Santa Fe Trail Transporta
tion Co., and the Santa Fe Transporta
tion Co. between Los Angeles, Calif., and
Albuquerque, N. Mex. This order be
comes effective July 1.
Based on companies' plans
Special Order ODT No. B-4, effective
June 16, governs operations of the
Pacific Greyhound Lines and the Burling
ton Transportation Co. between San
Francisco, Calif., and Salt Lake City,
Utah.
Both orders are based oa plans submitted
by the companies afiected. It is expected
that tbe orders will result in a total saving
of 186,840 scheduled bus miles a month.
The companies are required to honor each
other's tickets between all points where equal
fares apply, eliminate duplicating departure
times, and share depot end ticket agency
JaciUtles wherever practicable.
Each company, moreover, is required to





Appointment of five more field office
managers in the division of motor trans
port, ODT, was announced June 8 by ODT
Director Eastman.
The division will have a total of 51
field offices. Managers of 43 now have
been appointed.
The five new managers and the cities
where they will make their headquarters
are:
Billings, Mont.—Emmett Pogarty, of Butte,
former engineer for the Montana RaUroad
Commission.
Milwaukee, Wis.—Russell R. Lynch, of Mtl-
wauliee, formerly on tbe staff of the Wisconsin
Public Service Commission.
Oklahoma City, Okla.—^WUltam W. Warren,
of Oklahoma City, former manager of tbe
Warren Transportation & Storage Co.
Salt Lake City, Utah.—Richard W. Cand-
laud, of Salt Lake City, former secretary and
general manager of the Utah Motor Carriers
Association.
Wichita, Kans.—W. R. Bartllng, of Wichita,
former traffic manager of the Universal Motor
Oils & Fuels Co.
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ODT acts to ease burden
on workers in plans for
truck, tire conservation
The OfBce of Defense Transportation
on June 6 Issued a five-point statement
of policy to be used by industry and labor
as a guide In developing programs for
conservation of trucks and tires in ac
cordance with ODT orders.
Text of the statement
Several disputes between employers
and employees have arisen over methods
for applying Office of Defense Transpor
tation orders for conservation of trucks
and tires. These disputes are hampering
the prompt and effective application of
these orders.
In view of this, the Office of Defense
Transportation deems it necessary to
emphasize that its regulations are in
tended solely to save vitally needed rub
ber and rolling stock.
In drawing up specific plans for com
pliance with ODT orders carriers are ex
pected to cooperate with their employees
where dislocation of emplojTnent is likely
to be involved or where existing labor
agreements are affected.
The Office of Defense Transportation
is not endorsing any particular plan or
plans. Its primary concern is that con
servation goals are achieved and that
legal requirements are not violated.
In order to hold labor controversies to
a minimum, to insure fair treatment of
employees and to achieve necessary con
servation goals without delay, the ODT
Urges that in the event of labor contro
versies the following principles be applied
In arriving at a settlement:
1. All conservation plans must com
ply fully with the terms of the
applicable order.
2. As between feasible alternative
plans, either of which will result
In compliance, that plan should
be adopted which will result in the
least burden on employees.
3. Savings directly resulting from the
application of an order should be
used to afford employees reason
able protection against losses of
earnings and jobs.
4. Savings remaining after such pro
vision has been made for em
ployees should be passed on to
consumers in the form of lower
prices.
6. Conservation plans instituted to
comply with ODT orders should





Regulations of the Office of Defense
Transportation will control the amount
of rations to be issued trucks, buses, and
Government-operated cars under the
new coupon plan for gasoline rationing
which the OPA will put into effect on
the East Coast next month.
The rationing plan, itself, will not re
strict operations of these vehicles, OPA
announced June 7. But they will not
receive more gasoline than will be re
quired for carrying out the operations
permitted by ODT.
Trucks, buses, and certain passenger
car types operated for commercial or
governmental purposes, will apply for
S coupon books. These applications will
be filed with a local rationing board, or,
if the vehicle is operated under an Inter
state Commerce Commission license, at
a local office of the Office of Defense
Transportation.
Must report 3-month needs
The applications will require specific
information on mileage requirements for
a period of three months. All claims for
mileage set out in this application must
be strictly in accordance with the ODT
regulations.
The S category, OPA explained, will in
clude the following types of passenger
cars; (1) taxis, jitneys, and cars for
hire; (2) cars owned by Federal, State,
local, or foreign governments; (3) cars




While no restrictions on individual
railroad or bus travel now exist, the ODT
feels that planning a vacation close to
home this year will not only relieve pub
lic transportation facilities, but will be a
patriotic gesture.
The possibilities of such a holiday are
discussed in an article by Henry P. Mc
Carthy, director of ODT's division of
traffic movement, appeai-ing in the cur
rent issue of Public Safety magazine.
The vacation-at-home idea is stressed
by Mr. McCai'thy who says: "Joseph B.
Eastman, Director of the Office of De
fense Transportation, concurs with a
number of high Government executives
In the belief that a vacation planned at
home this year is really a highly patriotic
vacation. . .
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Most milk trucks to be
out of use in less than 2 years
unless conserved, says ODT
Most of the country's milk trucks will
be off the streets in less than 2 years as
a result of the rubber shortage unless ef
fective programs ,for conservation of
equipment are instituted without delay,
ODT asserted June 10.
Survey reveals need
That long-range conservation of tires
and trucks in the milk distribution in
dustry is needed, the ODT said, is indi
cated in a report prepared by the Milk
Industry Foundation on the basis of data
collected by the International Associa
tion of Milk Dealers.
•nie survey, requested by the ODT,
covered 389 milk distributing industries
In all parts of the country.
206 say 1 year at normal rate
Two hundred and six dealers and
dairymen advised the association that
they could continue to make retail de
liveries for a year, at the most, If no
conservation programs were put Into
effect.
Many of them said they could continue
to operate no longer than 6 months
without cutting down on the use of
equipment.
Virtually every dealer questioned said
his retail delivery service would have to
end within 2 years if continued on the
normal basis,
A majority of the dealers questioned
either had instituted conservation pro-
gram;s or were drawing them up at the
time the survey was made.
1S4 on every-other-day basis
One hundred and fifty-four of the 389
dairymen had put their deliveries on an
every-other-day basis.
The plans in process of adoption when
the survey was made also included elim
ination of Sunday deliveries, discontinu
ance of call-backs, making of collections
In conjunction with deliveries, and con
version to horse-drawn vehicles.
A few dealers combined deliveries with
other dealers, and a small percentage of
them consolidated routes and put two
men on the trucks.
The ODT emphasized, in disclosing re
sults of the survey, that the situation
confronting the milk distribution indus
try is symptomatic of the entire local
delivery problem.
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PRODUCTION DRIVE ...
Individual awards established for workers
devising ways to produce more and better
A plan of individual awards to work
men who devise means for more or bet
ter war production was announced June
16 at War Production Drive Head
quarters.
Three awards are planned. They are
restricted to plants with voluntary labor-
management committees organized in
accordance with the plan put forth by
the WPB.
First award
The first award is the "Award of Indi
vidual Production Merit," which plant
committees are authorized to grant.
Tilts may be given to any workman after
the plant committee decides that his sugges
tion Improves quality or production or con-
Berves a critical material or In other tangible
ways Increases the effectiveness of the war
production of the plant.
The award wUl be attested in a document
signed by labor and management chairmen
of the War Pi'oductlon Drive committee with
in the plant. Should the same worker sub
mit additional suggestions worthy of the same
award, additional seals will be attached to
the award.
For outstanding suggestions
The second award is the "Certificate of
Individual Production Merit." This will
be awarded by War Production Drive
Headquarters and it will be granted to
those making outstanding suggestions.
War Production Drive Headquarters will
require that the suggestion first be adopted
in the plant and that the labor-management
committee submit a complete report of its
adoption, including f\ill facts bearing on the
actual results coming from the suggestion.
The suggestion will then be carefully studied
and only if it Is found to be outstanding will
a certificate be awarded. The certificate will
be signed by a representative of the War
Production Board.
Third and highest award
The third and highest award will be the
"Citation of Individual Production
Merit," which will be awarded to the
maker of a suggestion that will have an
outstanding effect on the entire war
effort.
The citation will be granted only after a
suggestion has been found worthy of the
distinction by a technical committee of the
War Production Board. Donald M. Nelson,
WPB Chairman, will sign the citation. A
distinctive emblem In addition to a certifi
cate will go to the originator of the Idea.
The awards were set up at the direc
tion of Mr. Nelson, who wrote:
"Oiu* Army and Navy have systems of
commending merit of high order in the
line of duty. There Is also merit of a
high order on the production line in this
war. 1 propose that the Production Sol
dier shall also be recognized for meri
torious service to his country. . .
Importance of men on production line
The awards constitute a recognition of
the importance of suggestions fi-om men
on the production line. Prom the fli-st,
these have played a large part in the
great increase in American war produc
tion. In announcing the award plan
June 15, the War Production Drive Head
quarters statement said:
Grand plans alone are not going to win this
war for our side. It will require also the
sum of millions of one-man assignments
successfully carried out by the men and
women at the bench, at the machine, and
on the assembly lines—by individual Ameri
cans, each knowing the proper technique of
his or her Job. It Is a trait of American char
acter that, no matter what the Job. the
American war production worker is not
merely putting in time in order to make a full
pay week but also studying the Job with an
eye to turning out Just a little better piece
than the one before—and a little faster, too,
if possible.
Suggestions plans differ
Suggestion plans differ from plant to
plant. One of the most successful sys
tems has included the distribution of
suggestion forms which are numbered
and which have a corresponding number
on a stub. Men with suggestions are
asked to submit them anonymously and
to retain the stub.
How to handle bargaining issues
In other plants, committees have found
that the psychological value of permit
ting a worker to sign his suggestion is
more effective than the anonymity,
War Production Drive Headquarters does
not recommend one plan over the other
but does recommend that all suggestions
be promptly acknowledged by the local
committees. It adds one other strong
recommendation:
In such cases where the nature of the sug
gestion deals with matters which come within
the Jurisdiction of the collective bargaining
machinery of the plant and of other agencies
established by law. the plant labor-manage-
tnent War Production Drive committee, or
Its designated subcommittee, will refer such
suggestions to the proper agency.
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Ohioplant breaks production
records three months running
Fulfilling a pledge to Donald M, Nel
son, WPB Chairman, men In the Hamil
ton, Ohio, plant of the American Rolling
Mill Co. have broken production records
for the third successive month.
C. R. Hook, president of the company,
forwarded to Mr. Nelson a report from
L. F. Reinartz, division manager, showing
that a final compilation of production
figures from the Hamilton plant disclosed
an output of 41,099 tons for the month
of May.
Beats all-time high first month
A labor-management committee was
formed at Hamilton In March Immedi
ately after Mr. Nelson Issued the first
call for such a committee. The com
mittee launched a campaign with such
success that in the first month the plant
broke the all-time American Rolling Mill
record with a tonnage of 38,141. At the
end of the month, Ora Clark, chairman
of the labor-management committee,
telegraphed Mr. Nelson that the commit
tee was not satisfied with this record and
would try to beat It in April.
In April the plant produced 38,785 tons.
Again the committee sent its promis®
of a new record.
★ ★ ★
New York plant reports
14 percent jump in 1 month
War Production Jumped 14 percent in
1 month under the stimulus of a War
Production Drive, the labor-management
committee of the Symington-Gould Cor
poration of Rochester, N. Y., reported to
War Production Drive Headquarters.
Far from being satisfied with this
achievement, the committee has
launched a campaign to increase pro
duction 30 percent over the present out
put. A large production chart will be
unveiled to start the campaign.
The unveiling of the production chart
will be attended by considerable cere
mony. A large number of officials and
civic leaders have been invited to partici
pate. A recorded speech by Donald M.
Nelson, chairman of the War Production
Board, will be heard and Ray Millhol-
land, representative of the WPB, will
make an address.
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Committee named to supervise
war work in railroad shops
Formation of a committee composed of
representatives of railroad employers,
railroad employees, and the Government
to supervise the performance of war pro
duction work in railroad shops was an
nounced June 12 by ODT Director,
Eastman.
Under railroad labor standards <
The committee was named as the re
sult of a recent agreement between rail
road management and representatives of
shop craft and clerical employees to pro
duce war materials In railroad shops un
der the labor standards provided for in
existing labor contracts.
To make it possible for the railroads to
produce war work under railroad labor
standards, exemption has been obtained
for the railroad companies from tlie ap
plication of the WaJsh-Healy Act and the
houi's provisions of the Fair Labor
Standards Act.
Otto S. Beyer, director of the ODT's
division of transport personnel, heads
the newly-formed committee. Other
members are:
George A. Landry, chief of the staff service
branch. Production Division. WPB; Andrew
Stevenson, chief of the transportation
branch, Division of Industry Operations,
WPB; M. W. Clement, president, Pennsyl
vania Railroad; W, M. JeSers, president.
Union Pacific Railroad; Ernest E. Norrls, pres
ident, Southern Railway; B. M. Jewell, presi
dent, Railway Employes" Departmenr, APL;
F. H. Knight, general president. Brother
hood of Railway Carmen of America; H. J.
Carr, vice president. International Association
of Machinists.
George M. Harrison, grand president
of the Brotherhood of Railway and
Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers. Ex
press and Station Employes, will serve
as an alternate for one or the other labor
members when there is a matter up
which affects his organization.
Mr. Beyer said that railroad officials
are now working with representatives of
the War Production Board, and with
agencies engaged In contracting for war
materials, on the types of war goods that
railroad shops can produce.
★ ★ ★
Defense housing critical areas
The WPB has added 10 new areas to
the Defense Housing Critical Area list.
They are:
Roelclaire. 111.. Decatur. Ind., Richmond.
Ind., Louisiana Ordnance Works, Doyllne,
I^a.. Saulte Ste. Marie, Mich., Tonopah. Nev..
New Castle, Pa., McGregor, Te*., Elkton, Va.,
and New MartlnsvUle, W. Va.
★ VICTORY ★
FARM WOMEN PERFORM VITAL
WAR SERVICE, SAYS WICKARD
"If we are going to meet our farm pro
duction goals, we will have to depend
more and more on the women." Secretary
of Agriculture Claude R. Wickard declared
in a radio broadcast June 5 on the sub
ject Farm Women Are War Workers.
"Already there are plans," he said, "for
getting groups of city women and high-
school boys and girls to help out on the
farms. This is a fine thing. But for
getting most of the steady, day-to-day
work done, farm families will have to de
pend on themselves. That means more
work than ever for farm women."
★ ★ *
Gavit named general counsel of
War Manpower Commission
War Manpower Commission Chairman
Paul V. McNutt announced June 11 the
appointment of Bernard Campbell Gavit,
dean of the School of Law, Indiana Uni




to work with ODT on manpower
A committee of railroad executives has
been named by the Association of Ameri
can Railroads to work with the ODT divi
sion of transport personnel on railroad
manpower problems, ODT Director East
man said June 11.
The committee, headed by J. H. Parma-
lee, director of the A. A. R.'s Bureau of
Railway Economics, was appointed fol
lowing a series of conferences between
ODT and the association.
The unused reserve of skilled railroad
employees Is now so small that railroads
must look to new sources of manpower,
Mr. Eastman said. Expansion of recruit
ing and training programs, and more
effective utilization of the existing labor
force Is necessary in order to meet this
situation.
Besides Mr. Parmalee the other mem
bers of the A. A. R. committee are:
H. A. Debutta. vice president (operating),
SoUthSftj Rwiway: H. A. Enochs, chief ot
personnel, Pennsylvania Railroad; W. H.
Flynn, general superintendent of motive
power and rolling stock. New Torlc Central;
John P. Morris, general mechanical assistant,
AtchlsoD. Topeka tt Santa Fe; J. B. Parrlsh.
assistant vice president, Chesapeake & Ohio;
C. R. Young, personnel managet, Illinois Cco-
tral System.
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6-man group to pass on
labor production problems
Appointment of a six-man policy com
mittee made up of three high ofBclals
from each of the major labor organiza
tions was announced June 9 by Wendell
Lund, Director of the WPB's Labor Pro
duction Division.
To determine major policies
The Labor Production Division's policy
committee, Lund said, will determine
major questions of production policy with
him. The committee will pass on ques
tions of organization as well as policies
and will have contact through its chair
man, Mr. Lund, with Chairman Nelson
and with the other branches of the War
Production Board.
The policy committee held its organi
zation meeting last week with Mr. Lund
and will meet frequently to discuss cur
rent and future problems relating to
labor's participation in the war effort.
"No major policies will be made or
changed by my division except with prior
consultation and agreement of this com
mittee," Lund said. "This is a repre
sentative group of the highest officials
of the American Federation of Labor and
the Congress of Industrial Organizations.
President Green and President Murray
have approved this plan and they also
will be consulted by me and by the com
mittee on major problems."
Hie members of the committee follow.
Representing the American Federation
of Labor:
Frank P. Fenton, director of organization,
A. F. L.. Washington, D. O.; John P. Frey,
president. Metal Trades Department, A. F. L..
Washington, D. O.; and George Masterton,
president. United Associatloa of Journeymen
Plumbers and Steamfitters, A. F. L.. Washing
ton, D. C.
Representing Congress of Industrial
Organizations:
Clinton S. Golden, assistant to the presi
dent, United Steel Workers of America, C. I. O.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; John Oreen, president, In
dustrie Union of Mai'ine and Shipbuilding
Workers of America, C. I. O., Camden, N. J.;
and Walter P. fteuther, member ol Interna
tional Executive Board, United Automobile,
Aircraft, and Agricultural Implement Workers
ot America, C. I. O., Detroit, Mich.
* ★ *
Coal prices for railroad
Permission to continue certain sales ot
bituminous coal to the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad at maximum
prices established for commercial uses,
when the fuel Is used by the railroad for
generating electricity, was granted by
Price Administrator Henderson June 7.
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MANPOWER...
Manpower policy committee appointed
to guide commission in major issues
The management-labor policy com
mittee of the War Manpower Commis
sion, to be composed of seven national
labor leaders and seven leaders of war
production and transportation manage
ment was set up June 9 by Commission
Chairman Paul V. McNutt.
The manpower policy committee held
Its first meeting June 9, to discuss basic
policies and immediate problems. Meet
ings are planned to be held weekly, on
Tuesdays. The commission meets on
Wednesdays.
Chairman McNutt announced that the
policy committee, as well as the commis
sion itself, would be consulted on all
major questions.
The committee was created by Order
No. 1 Issued by Mr. McNutt as chairman
oi the commission.
To recommead and initiate poSicies
The order authorizes the committee
"to consider and recommend to the
chairman matters of major policy con
cerning the activities and responsibilities
of the commission.
The order also directs the committee
to make studies on its own motion, and
to initiate the formulation of manppwer
policies, in addition to considering poli
cies referred to it by the chairman.
One representative of railroad labor
and one of railroad management, as well
as three C. I. O. and three A. P. L. offi
cials, plus six war production manage
ment executives, will make up the com
mittee.
"The War Manpower Commission has
been directed by the President to assure
the most effective mobilization and max
imum utilization of the Nation's man
power to fight this war," Mr. McNutt
said.
"We are starting out by enlisting the
leaders of labor and of business man
agement. They will not only aid and
assist us, they wlil also guide us.
"The manpower policy committee is
charged with considering and recom
mending policies, and also to initiate
policies. Its recommendations will have
great weight in determining the fateful
steps we shall take."
Those who thus far have accepted
membership on the policy committee, and
their organizations, are:
Representing Management:
R. Conrad Cooper, assistant vice president.
Wheeling Steel Corporation, Wheeling, W.
Va.; H. A. Enochs, chief of personnel, The
Permsylvanla Railroad Co.. Broad Street Sta
tion Building, Philadelphia, Pa.; R. E.
Glllmor. president. Sperry Gyroscope Co.,
Inc.. Brooklyn, N. Y.; R. Randall Irwln, di
rector, Industrial relations, Loclthead Air
craft Corporation, Burbank, Calif.; and 0. J.
Whlpple, president- Hlbbard, Spencer. Bart-
lett & Co., Chicago, HI.
Representing Labor:
Frank P. Fenton. director of organization,
A. P. L-, Washington, D. C.: John P. Frey, pres
ident, Metal Trades Department, A. F. L.,
Washington, D. C.; George Masterton, presi
dent. United Association of Journeymen
Plumbers and Steamfitters, A. F. L-., Washing
ton, D- C.; Clinton S. Golden, assistant to the
president. United Steel Workers of America.
C. I. O.; John Green, president. Industrial
Union of Marine and Shipbuilding Workers
of America, C. I. O., Camden, N. J.; and
Walter P. Reuther, member of international
executive board. United Automobile. Aircraft
and Agricultural Implement Worliers of
America, C. I. O., Detroit. Mich.
★ ★
Committeeurges appropriations
to find labor for farms
War Manpower Commission Chairman
Paul V. McNutt was requested June 9 In
a resolution adopted by the Commission's
labor-management policy committee to
"impress upon the Bureau of the Budget
and the Congress their responsibility to
provide means for the harvesting of food
and other agricultural production for
our armed forces, our allies, and our
clv^.'lan population."
The committee's resolution stated that
If such appropriations are not promptly
provided. President Roosevelt should be
requested to allocate the necessary
money out of his emergency funds.
The resolution was adopted at the first
formal meeting of the committee.
The farm labor resolution asserted
that "the Inability of existing Govern
ment agencies to recruit and place agri
cultural labor In an orderly manner is
resulting in the proposal of plans for
the importation of alien labor by private
contractors."
The two operating agencies function
ing in recruitment and placement of
agricultural workers are the United




must work fast or yield
to new methods, says McNutt
Unless the voluntary plan promptly
recruits enough physicians for our armed
forces and war industry areas, "some
other and more vigorous plan will have
to be produced." Manpower Chairman
McNutt told a meeting of the American
Medical Association June. 8. Although
he praised the canvassing and classifying
job done by the association, he said that
"the careful safeguards that were set up
by the Procurement and Assignment
Service have apparently slowed down
the rate of recruitment."
Excerpts from Mr. McNutt's speech:
We are not getting as many volun
teers as the Procurement and Assign
ment Service expected we would have
by this time. It is absolutely necessary
that there be an immediate and signifi
cant increase in the number of volun
teers, or else some other method of pro
curement will be required soon.
Slightly over 3,000 physicians, who
were not obligated by reserve commis
sions, volunteered in the first 6 months
of this war. By contrast, 12,000 volun
teered in the first 6 months of the last
war.
Forces Deed two-thirds of younger doctors
An army of 9 million will take 12 per
cent of our male population. Present
Medical Corps ratios indicate the armed
forces will require 33 percent of all our
physicians, (including retired men)—
two-thirds of all those under the age
of 45.
For the military services younger men
must go. They must realize their duty
now. The armed forces need thousands
of young doctors immediately—to be ex
act, 5,000 by July 1; 20,000 during the
next 7 months.
The older men . . . must not only stay,
but must extend the scope of their activ
ities to meet the medical needs of the
civilian communities.
★ *
Electricity on essential list
Production, transmission, and distri
bution of electric power were listed,
June 5, as essential to the war effort by
National Headquarters, Selective Serv
ice System.
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Detroit may need 746,000
employees at war peak
A careful and comprehensive check of
Detroit's peak labor requirements con
ducted by the WPB in cooperation with
the United States Employment Service
reveals that 524,000 were employed In
war manufacturing in May and that 660,-
000 would be employed by November.
New estimates of employers indicate that
when the war peak is reached, more than
a year from now. 746.000 employees may
be required.
Women, minority groups, included
A careful recheck of earlier employer
forecasts has confirmed predictions that
the Detroit area faces a labor-supply
problem which will require complete use
of all possible local labor resources, in
cluding especially the employment of
women and all minority groups.
"By using these local resources effec
tively, intensifying training programs
and planning the transfer of workers
from nonmanufacturing pursuits and
nonessential manufacturing occupations
to war work, the labor needs of Detroit
plants can be met dxu-ing the next 6
months without large-scale migration of
workers from other areas," said Ernest
Kanzler, regional WPB director In De
troit.
Long range employment forecasts,
based on present plans which may be
subject to change, indicate that the man
ufacturing employment may reach a level
of 72e.000 in May 1943 and 746,000 at the
war peak a few months later.
★ ★ ★
Scrapping of oil well derricks
suggested in search for scrap
Widespread scrapping of oil well der
ricks to secure needed iron and steel
scrap, has been suggested to the Petro
leum Industry War Council by M. R.
Singleton, salvage director of the petro
leum industry for the industrial salvage
section of the Bureau of Industrial Con*
servation.
Most of the oil wells in this country,
according to Mr. Singleton, can dispense
with fixed derricks by using itinerant
truck-drawn hoisting equipment.
By scrapping useless oil derricks In
Oklahoma, Kansas, Texas, and Califor
nia, over 300,000 tons of steel could be
directed into essential war production.
★ VICTORY ★
i/y
Drawn TorDivision of lD(ormfttiOD, 0. E. M.
KID SALVAGE
KID SALVAGE, a character drawn by
Steig especially for OEM, will appear in
VICTORY every week. Mats for publica
tion are available in either 2- or Z-column
size. Requests to be put on the mailing
list should be addressed to Distribution
Section, Division of Information, OEM,
Washington, D. C. When ordering indi
vidual mats, refer to code number and
specify size.
New recruitment organization
set up to provide seamen
The War Shipping Administration
June 6 announced establishment of a Re
cruitment and Manning Organization,
designed to provide an iminterrupted
flow of seamen for America's steadily in
creasing Merchant Marine, and to co
operate with representatives of the
United Nations in securing personnel.
Rear Admiral Emory 8. Land, War
Shipping Administrator, named Marshall
E. Dimock afi director of the Recinjit-
ment and Manning Organization. Mr.
Dimock was formerly Associate Commis
sioner of Immigration and Naturaliza
tion, and Second Assistant Secretary of
Labor. The new organization will oper
ate under the general supervision of Cap
tain Edward Macauley. assistant to the
administrator and member of the United
States Maritime Commission.
"The principal responsibility of the
new organization is to see that seamen
and ofDcers are available for American
and foreign ships when and where
needed," Mr. Dimock said.
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Japanese evacuees to cultivate
10,000 Arkansas acres
Ten thousand acres of raw but rich
Mississippi Delta land In southeastern
Arkansas will be cleared, drained, and
put into cultivation by J&panese evacuees
from Pacific Coast States, the War Re
location Authority announced June 8.
Under military protection
The area selected by the Army and
War Relocation Authority as the sev
enth site for relocation of Japanese
evacuees is in Desha County near Roh-
wer, about 13 miles north of Arkansas
City. Approximately 10,000 evacuees
will be moved in as soon as basic housing
can be provided.
Announcement of the selection was
made several days ago by the Wartime
Civil Control Administration, which is
moving all Japanese, both aliens and
citizens, from restricted areas along the
Pacific Coast. The relocation project
will be administered by the War Reloca
tion Authority and will be designated by
the War Department as a military area
under military protection.
First emphasis on own food
Emphasis will be primarily on pro
duction of foods for the evacuee popula
tion and secondarily on crops to meet
national needs. The area is well adapted
to produce long-staple cotton, alfalfa,
soybeans, oats, corn, and truck crops.
Elementary schools and high schools
will be maintained by the War Reloca
tion Authority in cooperation with the
Arkansas State Department of Educa
tion and the United States Office of Ed
ucation. Doctors and nurses will be
recruited insofar as possible from the
evacuee population.
* ★ *
Evacuees to produce food
at eighth relocation center
Development of Irrigation facilities
and production of food crops will consti
tute the principal work program for
Japanese-American evacuees in the re
cently announced relocation center near
Granada. Colo., M. S. Elsenhower, direc
tor of the War Relocation Authority,
stated June U.
The new relocation site, announced on
June 3 by Lt. Qen. J. L. DeWitt of the
Western Defense Command and Fourth
Army, Is the eighth to be selected.
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Labor Board orders upward pay adjustment
for 1,150 Long Island aircraft workers
The National War Labor Boai'd last
week Issued a major wage decision, pro
vided union security for two unions, and
Ircied an ultimatum to striking textile
workers in Fall River, Mass., to return
to work or lose their jobs. The Board
also referred a Jurisdictional dispute to
the National Labor Relations Board to
avoid usurping "the function of another
Government agency." The monthly re
port on strikes in war industries issued
during the week showed time lost from
war production due to strikes has been
reduced to 6/100 of one percent during
May.
Major wage order
To remove "glaring" ineo.uallties be
tween the wages paid to employees of
the Ranger Aircraft Engines Division of
the Fairchlld Engines and Aii-plane Cor
poration at Farmingdale, Long Island,
and the level of wages paid in compar
able Long Island plants and by compet
ing firms in the industry, the National
War Labor Board unanimously ordered
an upward adjustment of I0(! an hour
to the 1,150 men employed at the plant.
The Board also unanimously ordered the
wage Increase to be retroactive to April 10
and raised the blring rate from 50<^ to 60(
an hour. The hiring rate will then be in
creased to 65t! an hour after 30 days from
hiring, to 70if after 60 days, and to 75i after
90 days. Tlie hiring rates ordered by the
Board are In line with those in the industry
and In the immediate area of the Ranger
plant.
In this case the Board granted union
security to the United Automobile Workers'
CIO union, which has bargaining rights in
the plant, by ordering the Inclusion of a
maintenance of membership clause in the
contract between the company and union.
This clause wUl not go Into effect 'or 16
days, after which time all members of the
union In good standing and those who may
later become members will be required to
remain members for the duration of the
agreement as a condition of employment.
An arbiter appointed by the Board will make
final decisions ou any disputed cases arising
under this clause.
The Board's decision on the wage issue was
made after a cai-eful study by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics of wages In comparable
plants in Long Island and In the aircraft
industry. This study was brought up to date
by the Biueau during the first week in Jtme.
A public hearing was held on the dispute
May 27.
The opinion v;rltten by Wayne L. Morse
and concurred In fay the three other public
members of the Board and the four labor
members who participated in the decision,
stated fiatly that wage stabilization "cannot
be accomplished by iieezing existing wage
rates."
The opinion states In part:
The War Labor Board has accepted M a
solemn obligation, the Pr^dent's instruc
tions that it should stabilize wages. It ap
preciates the fact that the obligation calls
for the highest degree of Judicial impar
tiality and fairness in reaching its wage
determinations.
There Is, moreover, not such a singular
thing as an American wage level, but
rather, there are many wage levels in this
country and they are in constant flux.
The interplay of economic forces which
produce these varying wage levels cannot
be changed from a dynamic to a static
phenomenon, However, the coordinated
program suggested by the President per
mits sufRclent flexibility in adjusting cer
tain wage rates with the facts and needs
of a given situation. Such a program can
succeed In stabilizing our war economy.
Thus If all groups Involved in the Presi
dent's seven-point program meet the tests
of their duties and obligations in the
premises, our national economy will be
saved from the ravages of infiatlon. . . .
It needs to be emphasized that there is
no inale of thumb or static wage formula
that can be applied mechanically In wage
cases to the end of producing wage sta
bilization. Hence, it is not surprising
that the President's message on wage sta
bilization peri^ts of that degree of flexi
bility necessary to a fair and just balancing
of the various interests which are involved
in wage dispute cases. It gives to the War
Labor Board that reasonable degree of
discretion which is necessary If it Is to de
cide individual cases on their merits and
at the same time stabilize wages by check
ing unwarranted wage demands. Through
a wise exercise of the discretionary power
granted to it in the President's stabiliza
tion program, the Board can do much to
ward preventing the cost of living from
spiralling upward.
In the instant case, the Board is con
fronted with an exceptional wage situa
tion insofar as wage Inequalities are con
cerned. The wage comparison data made
available to the Board by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics leads to the inescapable
conclusion that there are glaring Inequal
ities in the wage scales of the Ranger
Company when compared with the wage
rates paid for like work in other plants,
both in the Long Island area and outside
of that district. It simply would not be
fair to the workers Involved to deny them
a wage Increase In view of the unfavor
able wage position in which they find
themselves when compared with other
workers who perform like work.
llils Is particularly true in view of the
fact that the record makes clear that It
has become the common practice for em
ployers in the Long Island area to refrain
froin employing persons who seek to Im
prove their economic position by moving
from one war Industry plant to another.
It cannot be questioned that it is very
desirable to eliminate to the maximum
extent possible, the migration of workers
from one plant to another. There cer
tainly Is a need for slabllizatlon of man
power, as well as of wages. However, it
is not fair or reasonable to require a
worker, either by employer practice or by
Government policy, to remain on his Job
for the duration of the war unless reason
able adjiutments are made In his wage's
so that he Is not discriminated against
economically as a result of euch a man
power stabilization program.
Thtis, In this case, precisely because It
Is desirable to have the employees remain
in steady employment at the Ranger plant
for the dxiratlon of the war. they are en
titled to have their wage inqualltles Ironed
out by a reasonable wage adjustment. . . .
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Ttie decision was unanimous, except that
two of the employer members, dissented on
the union security issue.
Textile strikers rebuked
Asserting that the Nation-wide Indus-
try-labor no-strike agreement "cannot
be flouted by a small group of selfish
and willful workers." William H. Davis,
Chairman of the National War Labor
Board, called upon 125 fixers and chang
ers employed by the Arkwright Corpora
tion, Pall River, Mass., textile concern,
to end an unauthorized week-long strike
or lose their jobs.
A demand lor an Immediate wage increase
precipitated the strike. The War Labor
Board now has before it a request for a gen
eral wage Increase from the CIO United Tex
tile Workers of America, which. If granted,
would be extended to the jobs held by the
strikers. The strike has been repudiated
both by the CIO union, which has bargaining
rights for the plant, and by the American
Federation of Textile Operatives, an inde
pendent union to which a majority of the
Strikers belong. The strikers are among the
highest paid workers in the plant.
Garment workers made secure
By a vote of 8 to 1 the Board ordered
the Ranger type of maintenance of mem
bership clause included in the contract
between the E-Z Mills, Bennington, Ver
mont, and International Ladies Garment
Union, APL.
Under the directive order of the Board,
parties to the dispute are to conclude the
contract in 15 days. This contract is to
remain in full force and effect until
August 31, 1943.
A total of 450 employees are involved.
NLRB functions protected
The Board adopted as its own the rec
ommendations of a five-man mediation
panel to refer a case to the National
Labor Relations Board to avoid usurping
"the function of another Government
agency." The case involves a dispute
over representation at the Holt, Ala.,
plant of the Central Foundry Co. Unions
involved are the United Steelworkers of
America (CIO) and the International
Molders and Foundry Workers Union of
North America (AFL).
Under the Board order, all dues collected
by the AFL union under a union shop con-
trlct from persons claiming membership in
the CIO are to be "held in escrow" by
the AFL while the National Labor Relations
Boai-d acts on a CIO petition to be recog
nized as exclusive bargaining agent for the
plant's production and mamtenance em-
gloyee?. If the NLRB sliould find the exist
ing contract between the company and the
APL Invalid, the dues held in escrow will be
refunded. However, if the NLRB should find
otherwise, the dues will be retained by the
A^. The plant employs about 1300 men.
'Ilie case was certified to the WLB on June 3.
wbUe a strike which started on May 87 was
In progress.
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PRICE ADMINISTRATION . . .
Women's and children's fall and winter
garments put on cost-plus basis
if price cannot be set under GMPR
Methods of pricing fall and winter
outerwear garments for women, girls and
children originally established in Maxi
mum Price Regulation No. 153 were re
vised June 10 by Price Administrator
Henderson, in order to make the regu
lation more workable.
Virtually every section of the regula
tion is changed and a different method
of pricing is provided for the coats, suits,
and dresses and many other Items speci
fied. -
Based on cost plus last year's mark-up
Under the pricing method provided by
the amended regulation, sellers are re
quired, in general, to establish their cell
ing prices in accordance with a formula
based upon this season's cost to which is
added the mark-up or margin they ob
tained on their sales during last selling
season of garments of the same classifi
cation.
The original regulation established as
the maximum price for each seller the
highest price charged by him for a gar
ment of "substantially equal workman
ship and quality" during a base period of
July 1 thi-ough September 30, 1941.
Typesof garments covered
The amended regulation applies to
cloth garments of the following types:
Coats, suits, separate Jackets and separate
skirts and dresses for feminine wear In sizes
3 and up; blouses in sizes 30 and up. snow-
siUts for children In sizes from 3 to 14 for
two-piece suits and sizes from 1 to 6 for
one-piece suits, iegglng sets and separate
leggings for children In sizes team 1 to 10
years. Dresses in girls' teen age and chil
dren's sizes which were not covered by the
regulation as originally Issued are included
under the amendment. Otherwise the gar
ments covered are the same.
In keying selling prices to cost plus last
year's mark-up. the amendment takes
into consideration the cost to the seller
of the garment being priced. In the case
of a manufacturer, this includes the cost
of the material and trimmings plus the
labor costs of producing the garment
computed on the basis of wage rates paid
by the manufacturer on March 31, 1942.
A manufacturer may include increased
labor costs subsequent to March 31, 1942,
for the purposes of computing his maxi-
m»m price, orily where the increase was
made pursuant to a collective bargain
ing contract or other wage agreement,
which contract or agreement was en
tered into on or before April 27,1942, and
unconditionally provided for the wage
increase in question.
Contracts may be carried out
Garments falling within the provisions
of the amended regulation are designated
as "new lines." A "new line" is defined
to mean any woman's, girl's or child's
outerwear garment whose maximum
price cannot be established under Sec
tion 2 (a) of the general maximum price
regulation.
The regulation became effective on
June 15. 1942. and is applicable to deliv
eries of "new lines" on and after the
effective date. However, contracts en
tered into prior to June 15 in compli
ance with the general maximum price
regulation or with Regulation No. 153
as originally issued may be carried out
at contract price.
★ ★ ★
Rubber footwear sales to war
agencies exempt from MPR 132
Sales of waterproof rubber footwear
under contract with any war procurement
agency of the United States, or with any
one who buys for resale to such an agency,
are specifically exempted from Maximum
Prize Regulation No. 132 by amendment
No. 1 to that order, announced June 6
by Price Administrator Henderson.
The Administrator pointed out, how
ever, that the sales exempt from the rub
ber footwear order are subject to Maxi
mum Price Regulation No. 157, which
sets ceiling prices on sales of apparel for
military purposes.
The agencies exempt from the provi
sions of Regulation No. 132 by Amend
ment No. 1, effective June 4, are the War
and Navy departments, the Maritime
Commission, and the Lend-Lease section
of the Treasury Department's procure
ment division.
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11 more cotton fabric groups
come imder dollars-and-cents
ceilings; products redefined
Eleven additional cotton fabric groups
will come under dollars-and-cents ceil
ings, Price Administrator Henderson an
nounced June 10 as the OPA continued
its plan of supplying definite maximum
prices In place of individual sellers*
weighted averages for the "cotton prod
ucts" covered by Maximum Price Regu
lation No. 118.
Other changes
Other changes in the regrdatlon are
provided through Amendment No. 4.
The more iinportant of these are redefi
nition of "cotton products." extension of
the permission to continue selling or
delivering "on memorandum" under
specified conditions, and revision of the
"war procurement" clause to conform
with other regulations.
Also provided are an extension of the
"cotton content adjustment" feature to
take into consideration the flax noil con
tent of articles covered, and the correc
tion of inadvertent errors in maximxun
prices for Canton flannels, hose and belt
ing duck, enameling duck, and filter
twills.
All but one of these errors were pre
viously reported in press releases and
three of the corrections are effective as
of May 25, 1942, the effective date of
Amendment No. 3. The "memorandum"
provision also takes effect May 25.
Otherwise, Amendment No. 4 became
effective June 15, 1942.
Fabrics included
The 11 groups for which specific maxi
mum prices are supplied are:
Industrial fabrics; frock cloth; gingham,
seersuckers and related fabrics; carded filUng
sateens and sateen-yarn twUls; blanket lin
ings; nursery products, including gauze di
apers, pads and bibs, bird's-eye cloth and
diapers, and flannelette diapers; wide laun
dry cover cloth; paper maker dryer felts;
cheesecloth and bunting; yarn dyed slack
suitings, and miscellaneous special products,
such as Uidlvidual construction of waffle
cloth and bagging.
This brings the total of groups specifi
cally priced under the regulation to 19,
representing many of the fabrics covered
and many of the principal groups.
Dollars-and-cents ceilings for other
products regulated are under prepara
tion.
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Some pork product sellers may
seek adjustment or exception
from price regulation
Certain classes of dressed hog and
wholesale pork cut sellers who suffered
peculiar hardships because of special cir
cumstances existing during the February
16-20, 1942, base period now may file
petition for adjustment or exception
under Amendment No. 1 to Maximum^
Price Regulation No. 148, Price Admin
istrator Henderson aimounced June 8.
Three classes specified
Previously, the regulation provided
only for petitions for amendment.
In the new amendment, effective June
9, 1942, adjustment of or exception from
the maximum prices set by the regulation
may be granted to any person who shows
to the Administrator's satisfaction that
he falls within any of the following three
specific classes of pork product packers
and slaughterers:
1. Persons whose operations were curtailed
or adversely affected during tbe February
16-20, 1942, period by reason of plant altera
tions, repairs, remodelling, or construction
which hampered them In processing or mar
keting their pork' products in the usual
manner.
2. Persons whose dealings consisted pri
marily of disposing of Inventory acquired at
a time substantially earlier than that at
which other comparable sellers acquired
dressed hogs or wholesale pork cuts of tbe
type on which adjustment is being requested.
3. Persons whose dealings during the
February 16-20, 1942, period were confined to
dressed hogs or wholesale pork cuts derived
from a type of hogs only regionally and 6ea>
eonally available and not regularly quoted




The OPA has Issued an order dismiss
ing protest of the Lima Packing Co. of
Lima, Ohio, against Temporary Maxi
mum Price Regulation No. 8 (Dressed
Hogs and Wholesale Pork Cuts), Admin
istrator Henderson announced June 11.
Dismissal was based on grounds that
this protest does not comply with provi
sions of Procedural Regulation No, 1 ne
cessitating filing of such protest within
60 days after issuance date of the tem
porary regulation.
Simultaneously, OPA in another order
denied the protest of the Humphrey
Supply Co. of Reno. Nev., asking for spe
cific higher celling prices than were al
lowed under Temporary Maximum Price
Regulation No. 8 and its successor Maxi




A protest of the National Association
of Frozen Food Packers against the gen
eral maximum price regulation has been
dismissed In an order issued by the OPA.
Dismissal was based on the fact that the
protest was not in substantial compliEince
with requirements of the Emergency
Price Control Act of 1942 and of Pro
cedural Regulation No. 1.
The protestant is a trade association
whose members are persons engaged in
the cold-packing and quick-freezing of
strawberries. The dismissal order was
entered without prejudice to the right of
any individual member of this trade asso
ciation to file a proper protest.
★ ★
Prices for Vitamin A oils to be
discussed at industry meeting
A meeting of producers and concen
trators of fish liver oils will be held In
San Francisco on June 22, to discuss
prices of Vitamin A oils. Price Adminis
trator Henderson announced June 11.
The meeting has been called by the
chemical branch of the industrial mate
rial price division of the OPA.
Heretofore, Vitamin A oils have been
subject to the provisions of Revised Price
Schedule No. 53, covering a wide variety
of fats and oils. Studies made by the
OPA Indicate that the special problems
of the Vitamin A oil industry may be
more adequately met by a regulation es
tablishing maximum prices for Vitamin A
oils specifically.
Vitamin producers recently asked the
chemical branch of the OPA to call an
Industry meeting to discuss a special
price regulation to provide a level of
prices which would encourage wider sales.
★ ★ *
Burry wools' price control
shifted to Regulation 58
Amendment No. 3 to Maximum Price
Regulation No. 106—Domestic Shorn
Wool—was issued May 6 by OPA to elim
inate from the regulation provisions ap
plying to seedy or burry wools sold in the
carbonized state. Amendment No. 5 to
Revised Price Schedule No. 58—Wool and
Wool Tops and Yarns—now makes pro
vision for these wools.
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Seasonal wooden containers
for farm products given
special pricing formula
A maximum price regulation providing
special pricing formulas for boxes, bas
kets and other seasonal wooden contain
ers used for fruits and vegetables was
announced June 8 by OPA.
The regulation was made necessary by
the fact that the containers, because of
the seasonal nature of their sales, could
not be priced equitably in many areas
on the basis of deliveries made in March
1942, the base pricing period provided
by the general maximum price regu-
.lation.
Titled Maximum Price Regulation No.
160 (Seasonal Wooden Agricultural Con
tainers), the measure became effective
June 6,1942.
The regulation covers all wooden con
tainers used for fruits and vegetables ex
cept cooperage products and used con
tainers, and covers the whole country
with the exception of what is known to
the trade as the Western area—Cali
fornia, Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Montana, Wyoming, Utah, Nevada, Ari
zona, New Mexico, and Colorado.
The Western States not Included were
to receive a separate specific regulation
shortly.
The Price Administrator said Price
Regulation No. 160 Is only a temporary
measure. It will be replaced as soon as
possible by a permanent regulation
setting forth dollars-and-cents price
schedules.
Margin added to off-season price ^
Maximum prices for manufacturers
are computed on the basis of a formula
which is designed to convert off-season
prices of the first three months of 1942
Into on-season prices by the device of
adding to the 1942 off-season prices the
margin of last year's on-season over off
season prices.
Maximum prices for wholesalers and
retailers simply will be the seller's aver
age cost for this season's containers plus
the margin of his last season's average
price above his last season's average
cost.
The regulation is limited to "seasonal
containers." These are defined as con
tainers, deliveries of which by the seller
in the first three months of 1941 consti
tuted less than 15 percent of the total
deliveries of the same container for the
fulij'ear 1941, and not more than 8 per
cent in any one of the 1941 months of
January, February or March.
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Alcohol antifreeze ceilings
to be much lower than some
prices now charged
Maximum prices for alcohol anti
freezes were to be established by the OPA
by mid-June at levels substantially be
low those now charged by some manufac
turers, Price Administrator Henderson
announced June 8.
"During the spring there was an ab
normal off-season demand for alcohol
antifreeze," Mr. Henderson explained.
"Some manufacturers increased prices."
As now contemplated by the OPA, the regu
lation will hold manufacturers' prices to
levels perhaps as low as 69 cents per gallon
for hlgh-cost-production alcohol antifreeze
delivered by the carload In drums, container
included. This celling would be approxi
mately 10 cents a gallon under prices now
charged by some manufacturers.
Tbe regulation also will probably set maxi
mum retail prices at approximately 35 centfi
per quart for hlgh-cost-productlon alcohol
antifreeze and about 25 cents per quart for
low-cost-prcductlon alcohol antifreeze.
Tbe schedule will also cover ethylene-
glycol antifreeze solutions, prices of which
have remained relatively stable at established
levels.
★ * *
Ceilings set on 1942
line of refrigerators
Maximum prices at which the Edison
General Electric Co., Chicago, may sell to
distributors its 1942 line of Hotpoint re
frigerators are established in Order No.
1 to'Revised Price Schedule No. 102, an
nounced June 6 by Price Administrator
Henderson.
On sales to distributors
The Edison General Electric Co. is a
wholly owned subsidiary of the General
Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn., which
manufactures the Hotpoint refrigerators
and sells them to the Chicago subsidiary.
There is great similarity of prices and
models existing between the models sold
by the Hotpoint Co. and the General
Electric Co. The prices approved in the
order bear the usual relationship to the
prices foi General Electric Co. refrigera
tors. The price relationship between the
two 1942 lines of models is the one
which existed between them in 1941.
The approved maximum Hotpoint
prices to distributors, which became ef
fective June 5, are as follows:
Model EA-C3-42. $68.74: Model EA-7-42,
$83 50: Model EAS-7-42. $39.00; Model EB-
7-42, S93.63: Model EBP-7-42, S99.79; Model
EO-7-42, $110.49; Model EC-8-42. #120.22;
Model ED 8-42. $130,17; Model ED-12-42,
. $219.46; and Model ED-16-42, $249.08.
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OPA explains landlord registration for
20 rental areas under Federal control
Registration by landlords of houses,
apartments, flats, tenements, and al!
other similar housing accommodations
was to begin the week of June 15 in the
first 20 Defense-Rental Areas brought
under Federal regulation June 1 by the
OPA. This registration is to be com
pleted by midnight July 1.
Details of registration are explained in
part in excerpts from a question-and-
answer digest prepared by the OPA. Tha
Q. and A. applies to housing accommo
dations other than hotels and rooming
houses.
Q. Where are forms for this registration
statement usually made available?
A. At banks, city and county offices, real
estate offices, fire houses, police sta
tions. light and gas company offices,
and at the area rent office.
Q. What if a place isn't rented at the
time of the registration?
A. Whether rented or vacant, the accom
modations must be registered.
Q. What if a landlord fails to register by
July 1?
A. Willful violation of the registration
requirements subjects the landlord to
the penalties provided by the Emer
gency Price Control Act, which are a
fine of $5,000 or 1 year's imprisonment.
Q. What housing accommodations must
be registered in this registration?
A. Houses, apartments, fiats, tenements,
and all similar dwelling units.
Q. Must a landlord make out a separate
registration statement for each dwell
ing unit he rents or is offering for
rent?
A. Yes. A statement must be made for
each unit, rented or not rented.
Q. Are there any circumstances by which
a tenant would have to submit a regis
tration statement?
A. Yes. The tenant is told on the re
verse side of his copy of the statement
that if he sublets all or any part of the
dwelling unit he must also submit a
registration statement.
Q. Exactly what does this mean?
A. It means, for the registration of hous
ing accommodations other than hotels
and rooming houses, that if a tenant
rents to one or two paying tenants not
members of his family, he must regis
ter. If he rents to three or more, then
he is to wait for the registration of
hotels, rooming and boarding houses:
Q. Would the same hold true of a person
who owned the home he lived In and
rented to one or two paying tenants?
A. Yes. He would have to register. And
if he rented to more than two, he
would have to register later.
Q. What comprises a dwelling unit?
A. A dwelling unit is a room, or group of
rooms, for which a single rent is paid.
Q. What about hotels, rooming and
boarding houses?
A. These are not to be registered at this
time. Registration of this type living
quarters is to be made at a later date.
* ★ ★
Bed linen makers, agent
allowed premium change
Two manufacturers and one selling
agent were granted permission June 9 by
the OPA to charge premiums for two spe
cific types of bed linens which fulfill
special pricing requirements laid down by
the bed linens price schedule (No. 89).
Joseph Bancroft & Sons Co., Wilmington,
Del., and Rhoads & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,
may sell "Basco" Hospital sheets at a pre-
mitun not to exceed an amount equal to 3Vi
percent of the applicable base price for type
128 sheets set forth In tbe schedule under
Order No. 5.to Schedule 89.
Paclflc MiUs, New York City, is granted
permission to sell pillow cases having colored
selvage at a premium of 5 cents per dozen
over tbe celling price and a premium of 20
cents per dozen for sheets with a similar
selvage, less trade and all other discounts
applicable under tbe schedule. This action
Is permitted under Order No. 6.
* ★ ★
Ceilings set on new gas*range
models of Ohio firm
Maximum prices at which the Newark
Stove Co., Newark, Ohio, may sell two
new models of private-brand gas ranges
to the Phillips Petroleum Co., Detroit,
are established in Order No. 3 under Re
vised Price Schedule No. 64 (Domestic
Cooking and Heating Stoves) issued June
6 by Price Administrator Henderson.
The new models, designated in the or-
der as Model Nos. 342 Philgas and 442
Philgas, are to be sold at prices no higher
than those established by the schedule
for two formerly manufactmed models—
Nos. 341 and 441, respectively.
The new models are the same as
Models 341 and 441 except for two minor-
construction changes. The order became
effective June 6.
2S
10 classes of military items
exempt from price control on
sales to U. S. war agencies
Ten classifications of military equip
ment and supplies, ranging from ski
stoves to paratroop knives, are now ex
cluded from provisions of price control
regulations when sales of these essential
items are made to Federal war procure
ment agencies. Price Administrator Hen
derson announced June 10.
The June 10 action was effected
through tlie issuance of Amendment No.
2 to Supplementary Regulation No. 4 to
the general maximum price regulation
and Amendment No. 1 to Revised Price
Schedule No. 64 (Domestic Cooking and
Heating Stoves.)
The following are now excepted until
January 1, 1943:
(1) The foUowing ekl troop equipment:
carabiners, ice a^ies, pltons, slcl bindings, Ekl
poles, slci wax. mountain and ski goggles;
(2) Mountain and ski stoves (gasoline, one
burner):
(3) Field ranges, model-1937 (Quarter
master Corps); spare parts tlierefor. Class A;
accessories therefor, parts 222, 223, 224, 225,
226, 227, 228, 229 230, as listed in Instructions
for Operation and care of Gasoline Field
Range, model-1937 (Quartermaster Corps);
(4) Canteens, canteen cups, end meat cans,
model M-1942 (Quartermaster Corps);
(5) Helmet liners, model M-1 (Quarter
master Corps);
(6) Wire Cutter, model M-1938 (Quarter
master Corps);
(7) Identification tags, model M-1940
(Quartermaster Corps);
(8) Metal inBignia, cap and collar (for en
listed men);
(S) Paratroop knives;
(10) United States Army field rations 0.
D,and K.
★ ★ ★
Paperboard prices must be
approved by OPA
Prices for new specialty paperboard
Items must be submitted to the OPA for
approval, Price Administrator Henderson
stated June 6 in response to inquiries
from paperboard manufacturers.
Also, proposed prices must be approved
by OPA for paperboard items which do
not fall into at least one of the following
categories; items sold, contracted for
Bale or price-listed by manufacturer dur
ing the base period of October 1, 1940 to
October 15, 1941.
Revised Price Schedule No. 32 (Paper-
board Sold East of the Rocky Mountains)
established prices for paperboard which
the manufacturers contracted for sale,
sold or for which he listed prices during
the base period referred to above. Top
prices also were established in specific





An amendment excepting deliveries of
Ixunber produced in Alaska from the pro
visions of the general maximum price
regulation for a period of 60 days was
announced June 12 by Price Adminis
trator Henderson.
The measure—titled Amendment No. 4
to Supplementary Regulation No. 1 to
the general maximum price regulation—
became effective June 10. It applies to
all deliveries between that date and
August 10, 1942.
* ★ ★
Ceilings set on fabricated
concrete reinforcing bars
A maximum price regulation for fabri
cated concrete reinforcing bars—the
steel rods worked into concrete to give
It strength in building, bridge, and road
construction—was announced June 10 by
Price Administrator Henderson.
The measure—Maximum Price Regul-
lation No. 159. fabricated concrete rein
forcing bars—became effective June 15.
SO-cent margin allowed
The regulation establishes, as a ceiling,
prices based on an allowance to the fabri
cator of a margin of 50 cents per hun
dred pounds of bars over and above the
cost of the bars to the fabricator at the
steel mill, excluding freight and extras.
These are the prices at or under which
approximately 75 percent of the Nation's
fabricators were operating in April 1941.
The pricing provisions of the regula
tion pass on to the consumer all charges
for freiglit from mill to fabricator and
from fabricator to consumer. There are,
however, these two modifications of this
rule:
1. Wbere a fabricator obtains an advantage
as the resiilt of an "in transit" freight rate,
the regulation requires him to pass this ad
vantage on to the consumer.
2. Where delivery Is made by truck instead
of by raUroad an arbitrary charge of 10 cents
per hundred pounds may be made.
★ ★ ★
Cohen named OPA attorney
for Region IX
Appointment of Wallace Cohen as re
gional attorney for Region IX embracing
all the territories and possessions of the
United States, was announced June 12




form not under GMPR
Sales of an imported commodity, if
kept in its original form when sold to the
Federal Government or a governmental
agency, are exempt from the general
maximum price regulation. Price Admin
istrator Henderson emphasized June 11.
This applies to sales of imported com
modities by subcontractors as well as by
contractors.
The Price Administrator explained that
this point was covered in Amendment No.
1 to Supplementary Regulation No. 4. Ex
ceptions. The exemption does not in
clude sales of a commodity made from an
imported commodity, nor does It Include
sales of an imported commodity if it is
processed.
Mr. Henderson's clarification was ne
cessitated by trade inquiries regarding
the status of cocoa powder sales to the
Army.
★ ★ ★
Ceilings set on 2-, 3- 5-gallon
used steel paint pails
Maximum prices for used steel paint
pails of 2-. 3-. and 5-gaIIon capacity were
announced June 6 by Price Administrator
Henderson.
The prices were issued in Revised Price
Schedule No. 43, as amended, which for
merly covered only used steel drums.
Also, in Revised Price Schedule No. 43,
as amended, certain deductions have
been made from the maximum priccs
established for reconditioned drums.
The new maximum prices established
by Revised Price Schedule No. 43, as
amended became effective June 10.
★ * ★
Wool skins exempt from GMPR
Wool skins (the pelts of sheep and
lambs with the wool left on) are ex
empted from the provisions of the gen
eral maximum price regulation because
of special pricing problems, the OPA an
nounced June 11.
In exempting wool skins from the gen
eral regulation by Amendment No. 5 to
Supplementai-y Regulation No. I, OPA
pointed out that such action cannot re
sult in any marked rise in prices, because
the products of wool skins are covered
by specific maximum price regulations.
Tlie amendment took effect June 12.
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Provisions of cotton products CEILINGS ON USED MACHINES
and finished piece goods
regulations correlated
Any fabric covered by Maximum Price
Regulation No. 118 (Cotton Products) is
exempt from the provisions of Maximum
Price Regulation No. 127 (Finished Piece
Goods) under an amendment to the latter
regulation issued June 12 by the OPA.
The practical effect of Amendment No.
3 to Regulation 127 is to correlate this
regxUation with Regulation 118 as re
cently amended and to place under 118
sales of all finished carded cotton piece
goods of a character predominantly fin
ished and marketed by integrated or ver
tical mills (those which weave as well
as finish or fabi'icate the cloth) whether
or not a lot of such goods is actually fin
ished and marketed in a particular in
stance by an independent converter.
A second effect of this amendment is
to bring under Maximum Price Regula
tion 127 all sales of finished piece goods
of a type predominantly finished and
marketed by independents, regardless of
who actually finishes and markets a par
ticular lot. Such sales are exempted
from Regulation 118. Moreover, since
finished goods made from combed cotton
yarns are specifically exempted from
118, they will now become subject to
Regulation 127, even though they may be
of a type predominantly marketed by
vertical organizations.
★ ★ *
Maximum price set on new
type of sponge sweatband
The OPA June 12 announced a maxi
mum price for a new type of sponge
sweatband that American Allsafe Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y., has begun to manufacture
to take the place of one it previously
made of materials that no longer are
available for the purpose.
The OPA issued Order No. 9 under the
general maximum price regulation, estab
lishing the following formula for deter
mining the ceiling level for the new band:
To the maximum selling price at which the
old type of sponge sweatbands were deliv
ered In March 1942 to each class of pur
chaser, American Allsafe Co. may add 63 per
cent of the Increase in the direct cost of the
manufacture of the new sponge sweatband
over the old, based upon the March 1942 direct
costs of manufacturing both the new and old
types.
OPA retains authority to review the
company's selling prices determined by
the formula, and to revoke Order No. 9
at any time. Elffectlve date of the order
was June 10.
Maximum prices for second-hand ma
chinery and electrical products will be
established July 1, 1942, under the terms
of Maximum Price Regulation No. 136,
on machines and parts, Price Adminis
trator Henderson reminded June 8.
Used processing, mining, construction,
electrical, and railroad machinery and
equipment, together with parts of such
machines, are included in the machines
or parts covered by the regulation.
★ ★ ★
Somers heads cold finished
bars advisory committee
Joseph T. Somers, president of the
Wyckoff Drawn Steel Co., of Pittsburgh,
Pa., has been elected chaii'man of the
cold finished bars advisory committee of
the OPA, Price Administrator Henderson
announced June 8.
The committee is one of four iron and
steel industry advisory units created by
the Price Administrator last month to
serve as liaison groups between OPA and
the industry on any problems which may
arise with respect to prices.
OtKer members
Other members of the cold finished
bars advisory group are:
W. R. Howell, of Bliss jc Laughlin, Inc.,
Harvey, ni.; T. L. Kelby, of LaSalle Steel Co.,
Chicago; V. A. Jevon, of Jones & Laugblln
Steel Corporation. Pittsburgh, Pa.; W. N.
Lynch, of Keystone Drawn Steel Co., Spring
City, Pa.; E. L. Parker, of Columbia Steel &
Shafting Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; and F. O.
Young, of Union Drawn Steel Division of Re
public Steel Corporation, MassUlon. Ohio.
★ ★ ★
Special prices set on
two types of latex footwear
Maximum prices at which Transcon
tinental Rubber Corporation of New
York City may sell two items of water
proof footwear which it is manufacturing
under special War Production Board
permit, have been established by Order
No. 1. under Maximum Price Regulation
No. 132, announced June 9 by Price Ad
ministrator Henderson. The items on
which ceilings were set are two kinds of
latex women's footholds—rubbers that
cover the forepart of a shoe only.
29
Ceilings lifted on sales of
canned tomatoes and peas
to war agencies
In order to effectuate purchases of
canned tomatoes and peas for use by the
military forces. Price Administrator
Henderson June 12 excluded such sales
and deliveries to the Army, Navy. Marine
Corps, Lend-Lease Administration, Vet
erans' Administration, and Treasury
Procurement from provisions of Maxi
mum Price Regulation No. 152 (Canned
Vegetables) and the general maximum
price regulation.
This exemption is made in Amendment
No. 1 to the regulation, effective June 15.
Prefer better grades, larger cans
The purchasing agencies of the armed
forces prefer the better grades and larger
can sizes of tomatoes and peas. This
preference was shown ofBcially in the
issuance of WPB Order M-86A, which in
the Administrator's judgment, will aid
in conservation of containers and in pro
curement by the Army of the preferred'
grades.
The Department of Agriculture's sup
port prices, announced December 19,
1941, of 95 cents per dozen and $1.10 per
dozen for Grade C or Standard tomatoes
and peas respectively, packed in 16-
ounce, number two size cans, have pro
vided the incentive for heavy production
and packing of such grades.
★ ★ ★
Outgoing shipments cancelled
from eastern beet sugar area
Orders for emergency movements of
refined beet sugar by processors in Ohio,
Indiana, and the lower peninsula of
Michigan were cancelled, effective June
12, 1942, Price Administrator Henderson
announced June II.
This action does not affect the orders
under which sugar is moved from other
areas of supply.
Mr. Henderson pointed out that if out
going shipments from this area—com
monly referred to as the eastern beet
sugar territory—were made, such ship
ments will have to be made up by arrivals
from western beet processors and cane
refiners. Such a double movement would
entail higher cost to DSC and would re
quire unjustified use of rail facilities.
Therefore, such shipments are being dis
continued.
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New ceilings on sale and rental of
used typewriters are below March levels
Maximum prices for the sale and rental
of used typewriters, at levels considerably
lower than those which prevailed dur
ing March 1942, are established in spe
cific dollars and cents figures for all
makes and models In Maximum Price
Regulation No. 162, announced June 12
by Price Administrator Henderson.
The ceiling prices set forth in the order
for second-hand typewriters, demand for
which has increased rapidly since the
production of new machines has been
restricted and earmarked for military
needs by the WPB, reflect price levels
which existed October 1-15, 1941, ad
justed for reconditioning and rebuilding
costs charged in March 1942. Resulting
retail top prices are about 4.3 percent less
than March 1942 prices and about 3.5
percent above October 1941 prices.
Rental rates fixed by the regulation are
generally those which existed during Oc
tober 1-15, 1941, but do not include
pick-up and delivery charges.
Iliinois steel and wire firm
denied price relief
Northwestern Steel & Wire Co., of
Sterling, HI., June 9 was denied permis
sion by the OPA to charge higher than
the maximum prices in Revised Price
Schedule No. 6 for certain steel products,
even though its manufacturing costs of
some items exceed mill realization at
ceiling prices.
OPA ruled that in view of the "ex
tremely satisfactory" over-all profits
position of the company, higher prices
were not warranted.
★ ★ ★
Examples of milk products
not under general regulation
The OPA gave further examples June
12 of milk products not covered by the
Additional examples of milk products
not covered are:
Sweetened condensed millc; sweetened con
densed skim milk; coudensed and evaporated
buttermilk; dry or powdered milk; dry or
powdered skim milk; dry or powdered butter
milk; dry or powdered whey; casein; malted
milk powder; and plastic cream for manu
facturing.
The sale of used typewriters, as well as
new typewriters in the hands of dealers,
is now limited to persons who have ob
tained the prerequisite purchase certifi
cates from War Price and Rationing
Boards. Rentals, however, are not sub
ject at present to rationing regulations.
Consumers affected by the regulation,
which becomes effective July 1, 1942,
range from the most vital war agencies,
Industrial plants, professional and small
business men to the average household,
school, and student.
The June 12 action fixes specific top
prices for "rough" or "as is," "recondi
tioned" and "rebuilt" typewriters accord
ing to the age, make, and model of the
machine.
Until June 12 the sale of used type
writers was covered by the general maxi-
miun price regulation which, on May 18,
superseded Temporary Maximum Price
Regulation No. 9.
Two firms allowed to base fats
ceilings on nearest sales date
Price Administrator Henderson June
12 granted applications of Distillation
Products, Inc., of Rochester, N. Y. and
Grayslake Gelatin Co. of Grayslake, 111.,
setting maximum prices for these com
panies on products that hitherto could
not be priced by these concerns with the
base periods used in the freeze technique
of Revised Price Schedule No. 63 (Fats
and Oils>, as no sales were made on those
dates.
In both Instances, the Administrator per
mitted tlie firms to set their prices based on
the nearest possible sales date to November
26, 1941, and multiplying by 111 percent of
that sales figure, "nie schedule provides that
In Instances where a specific ceiling price
has not been set, the ceiling price is the
IndiTidual seller's October 1, 1941, price or
111 percent of the November 26. 1941, figure,
whichever is higher.
★
Goodman named OPA director
for Kentucky
Appointment of George H. Goodman,
of Louisville, as Kentucky State Dii*ector
of the OPA was announced June 9 by
Administrator Henderson.
Mr. Goodman has been State WPA di
rector since July 1935.
June 16, 1942
Three biggest soap makers
voluntarily roll back prices
Three large manufacturers producing
the bulk of the Nation's soap, acting vol
untarily In a joint move to relieve a
"price squeeze" on retailers, wholesalers
and jobbers, June 12 announced rescind
ing of price rises averaging 3^4 percent
posted in Februai'y and March of this
year.
The three — biggest soap makers in
the country — are Colgate-Palmolive-
Peet Co., Procter & Gamble Co. and Lever
Brothers.
Another roll-back of major importance,
the action carries the prices of soap at
their factory doors back to the levels
prevailing before February 28, 1942.
The reductions were made at the re
quest of the OPA.
★ ★ ★
Hide glue 'jobbers' redefined to
allow sales between producers
The definition of jobbers in the hide
glue industry has been changed so as to
permit the continuance of the traditional
practice of producers purchasing hide
glue produced by others. Price Admin
istrator Henderson announced June 11.
The change was effected through Amend
ment No. 3 to Revised Price Schedule




WILL DRAW FOR YOUR
PAPER OR MAGAZINE
VICTORY PRESENTS, on facing
page, a fifth group of 4 drawings
by well-known American artists who
have volunteered their talents to help
emphasize, in their own medium,
matters vital to winning the war.
Victory will print four drawings by
these and other artists each week.
Permission to reprint Is hereby
granted. Mats in two-column size
(larger than appears here) are avail
able weekly. Requests to be put on
the mailing list regularly, or for in
dividual mats should be addressed to
Distribution Section, Division of
Information, OfSce for Emergency
Management. Washington, D. C.
(In individual orders for the four
drawings displayed this week, please
refer to the serial numbers printed
on the drawings.)
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' r DraunfoT Dicision of Informalion, 0. E. M.
"•'He carries tne a block and I carry him ttblock. We save





Drawn /or Divlthn 0/ Inforrnation, 0. K. U
"Mra. Van Pyster is wearing the family heirloom tonight,"
v-tg-V(fi
O-SO^LOV/
Draym fot iXWi/on «//n/ornia(ion, 0. B. M.
"Hey! Don't you Anow how bad the rubbershortage ist"
Dtonn for Dititim ej Infornation, 0. B. it.
"I feel like a hoarder."
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Civilian amateurs to provide two-way
radio communication in raid emergencies
Two-way radio communication In air
raid emergencies, employing the skill of
civilian technicians, including radio ama
teurs, was envisaged June 13 in a joint
statement by the OflBce of Civilian De
fense and the Federal Communications
Commission which announced a new War
Emergency Radio Service, providing for
the use of "Civilian Defense" stations.
Under authority granted in Order No. 9
of the Defense Communications Board,
the two agencies are collaborating their
activities relative to proposed emergency
civilian defense radio systems to be
available In the event air raids damage or
destroy other means of communication.
To augment OCD services
Thousands of compact radio stations
to be constructed and operated under
prescribed restrictions largely by persons
who have had amateur radio experience
are expected to augment the services of
the OCD organizations throughout the
Nation. According to radio engineers
the two-way radio stations can be con
structed of the unused "junk" material
which amateurs and radio repairmen
usually accumulate in their "storerooms."
The transmitters will use not more than
25 watts input power, which will tend
to limit their effective communicating
range to approximately 10 miles—the
longest distance ordinarily necessary for
this type of service.
Persons holding commercial radio
operator licenses, Including radio en
gineers employed in broadcast stations,
qualified repairmen, and others inter
ested. ai'e expected to join the civilian
defense communication system. One
amateur organization as well as broad
cast stations are encouraging their mem
bers to participate in building up the
new radio system. Printed manuals de
signed to facilitate administrative oper
ation win be distributed by the OCD,
through its regional offices.
U. S. INFORMATION SERVICE
AIDS VISITING BUSINESSMEN
Businessmen and industrialists
coming to Washington who require
Information, or are in doubt as to
the proper Government official or
officials to see for a discussion of
their problems, will avoid confusion
and save time by making use of the
expanded services of the United
States Information Service, conven
iently located at 1400 Pennsylvania
Avenue, NW., the United States In
formation Service has announced.
Trained Information clerks are
available to answer questions, and
staff specialists are available for per
sonal interviews. Telephone inquir
ies may be made by calling Execu
tive 3300.
The United States Information
Service is a division of the Office of
Government Reports, Executive Of




National labor force, April 53,400,000
Unemployed, April 3,000,000
Nonagricultural workers, April 40,773,000
Percent increase since June 1940- **14
Farm employment. May 1, 1942.. 10,796,000
Percent Increase since June 1940.
_ (7h milUont
FIKANCE of dollars)







Posts, depots, etc 14,037
Merchant ships 7.465
Pay. subsistence, travel for the
armed forces 6,155
Stoclcpile, food exports 4.851
Housing 1.392
Miscellaneous 6.879
Total expenditures, June 1940-May
1942 •30,595
Sales of War Bands—
Cumulative May 1941-May 1943 6,023
May 1942 834
May quota exceeded 6.7%
PLANT EXPANSION (/» mirtiotia
J«)\e 1S\0to latest reporting date dollars)
Gov. commitments for war plant ex
pansion: 1,644 projects, April 30... 12,131
Private commitments for war plant
expansion; 7,836 projects, April 30. 2,574





ings.. ?3e. 18 40.2
Average hours worked
per week 42.5 13.3
Average hourly earnings. 60. 20.4
Cost of living, April (1935- In-lrx
39-100) 115-1 14.5
'Preiim. Includes revisions In several
months.
JPrelimlnary.
••Adjusted for seasonal variations.
OFFICE FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Cekth.^l Aomitttstrative Services: Dallas
Dort, Director.
Defense CoMMX7mcATio>fs Board: James
Lawrence Ply. Chairman.
Information Division: Robert W. Horton,
Director.
National War Labor Board: Wm. H. Davis,
Chairman.
Office op Scientific Research and Develop-
ment: Dr. Vannevar Bush, Director.
Optice op CrviLiAN Defense: James M. Landis,
Director.
Office of the Coordinator or Inter-Amkri-
CAN Affairs: Nelson Rockefeller. Coordi
nator.
Office of Defense Health and Welfare Serv
ices: Paul V. McNutt, Director.
Office of Defense Transportation: Joseph
B. Eastman, Djrecfor.
Office op Facts and FictmEs: Archibald
MacLeish, Direcfor.
Office of Lend-Leask Administration; G, R.
Stettlnlus, Jr., Administrator.
Wayne Cot, Liaison Officer
Office of Price Administration: Leon Hen
derson. Administrator.
Consumer Division: Dexter M. Keezer,
Assistant Administrator, In charge. Dan
A. West, Director.
Office of Alien Property Custodian; Leo T.
Crowley, Custodian.
War Manpower Commission; Paul V. McNutt,
Chairman.
Was Relocation Authoritt: Milton Eisen
hower. Director.
Was Shifpino Administration; Rear Admiral
Emory S. Land, U. 8. N. (Retired), Admin-
istrator.
War Proddction Board:








War Production Board DivisxoNSf
Donald M. Nelson, Chairman.
Executive Secretary, G. Lyle Belsley.
Purchases Division: Houlder Hudgins,
Acting Director.
Production I^vision: W. H. Harrison, Di
rector,
Materials Division: A. I. Henderson. Di
rector.
Division of Industry Operations: J. 8.
Knowlson, Director.
Labor PRorxrcnoN Division: Wendell Lund,
Director.
Civilian Supply Division: Leon Henderson,
Dtrccfor.
Requirements Committee: Wm. L. Batt,
Chairman.
